the sense of Paul's do~trine, of justification by faith, was the only principle and criterion for the whole New Testament doctrine of salvation, the canon within the canon, as appears, for example, from Luther's critique of the Epistle of James. La~er Lutheran theology continued to exhibit traces of this. point of .departure in· the Pauline doctrine of justification. It ~as not infrequently .gone further still a.nd projected Luther's struggle to arrive at assurance of faith back: into: Paul's conversion on the road fo Damascus,. and in this respect has not only understood Luther sub specie Pauli, but also indeed Paul sub specie Lutheri.2 In the theology emanating·. from' Calvin these matters . . lie from the. very beginning in decidedly better b.ilance: Fo\ Calvin Paul's doctrine of justification by faith did not become a principium canonicitatis. Nevertheless; in~ opposition· to Rome the Pauline doctrine of justification . in the ·tradition ·originating. with Calvin, too/· acquired a dominant significance as the key to understanding the whole gospel.3 The entire Reformed concept of faith, which b.ears Calvin's stamp, also testifies to the same effect; ·The gospel of justification by faith alone without the works of the law appeared anew to be the 'only and powerful means to liberate the burdened conscience'. and: to· 'replace the spirit of legalistic servitude with •the certainty of reconciliation and _of the adoption . as children of. God. 'No wonder, then; that because of this all-controlling antithesis,·· for the Reformation consciousness of. faith Paul. was above everything else the. preacher of· justification, and all his theology came to be regarded from: this point of view. ·
In the. degree io whiCh the force of the original ·Reformation idea slac~ened, change came about :with respect to it in the traditions emanating .both from Calvin and 'from LutheL 'QuestiOns abo_ut 'the order of salvation,' having reference to the personal appropriation' of redemption ( ordo salutis ), can,ie increasingly to receive attentfon in preference to questions about the. history· of salvation (historia salutis). While in' Luther and' Calvin all ·the· emphasis fell on the redemptive event that took place with Christ's death and resurrection, 4 later under the influence ·of pietism, mysticism, and moralism, · the emphasis shifted to the process of individ.ual appropriation of the salvation given in Christ and fo its mystical and moral effect in the life of believers.' Accordingly, in the history of the interpretation of the epistles of Paul .the center of gravity' shifted more and more from the forensic' to the pneumatic and ! ethical aspects of his preaching, -and there, arose an entirely different conception of the structures that lay at the foundation of this preaching. . This shift ~cquires scholarly significance and force, however, only in the theology deriving from the Enlightenment, without .which the whole history. of the· Paulusforschung during the nineteenth and twenc tieth centuries is inconceivable. On the one hand, it initiated. historical-· ,critical exegesis and made a powe~ful _contribution to a better, distin-' guishing 'and understandi:n'g' of' the .·great'' th~ological ni6ti£~ I of' 'Paul's preaching in their . original, historical significance. On the otheL hand, the extent to which. this so-called free. and 'critical. investigation into. Paul's preac4ing has'. again and. again· conie to be. determined by the religfous and philosophical premises of the spirit of the time, and continues to be so dete~miried to the present day, is apparent in a very striking (and, we may certainly say, shameful) . manner from a survey of this newer interpretation of. Paul. This comes to our attention with particular. clarity when we.· observe.· a ~umber of the pictures . of Paul that have pl.~yed, a very prominent .part in the. scientific investigation of the last hundred years: the Hegelian Paul of the Tiibingeii school 1 . the liberal, Paul, of.liberal theology, the mystical Paul of the history of religions school, artd •the "existentialist" _Paul.now 'presented with great .
ability .and ac~men b"y. the school of Bultmann. It is not difficult to see in ' this,' sucsession '<?f 'interpretatio_ns the' refte:X of 'a theological~ philosophical development .such ,as may be ,pointed out in the. past hundred years.
' . , ' . . · . .·. · . · · · . · ··· . · Now it would, be one-sided ari·d u~fair ~o choose~ to consider and judge the history of the. investigation exclusivel{from the viewpoint of changing philosophical and theological con.ceptions. Calling attention to this·. history ·would ·then have . . only. a· negative significance, It does not, however, in any way. have only this negative. significance, as may appear from what follows. For. it is not only.evident from .this history how much. the investigation of so tremendous arid many-sided a phenomenon as that of the preaching of Paul.is threatened by the influence of the constantly changing spirit of the time; there is in. it also. the proof that· the,Word of God which .sounds through that preaching Js not bound, but, both in sp~e of and .. with . the help of the changing results of human investigation, 'again and; again 'maintains itself and commands reverence in the unmistakableness of. its purpose .. Since ·Albert Schweitzer wrote his Geschichte: der • Paulinischen Forschung in 1911, the fascinating and extremely instructive p~cture of the development of the",inquiry into the general ·'purport of Paul's preaching has been descdbed ·time and again,. and it may be regarded as superfluous, at least as far as the period that extends from c. 1840 to 1940 is concerned, to rep,eat this in every detail. Nevertheless, a. short . sketch of the history as' background to that' which will concern 'us·, constantly iri the. foll~wirig chapters is indispensable. ·In. the main we have to' do here with four successive basic conceptions, namely, that of the Tiibingen school, the libentl, the history of.religiOns, and the eschatological interpretations. To ·be sure, these exist in pure form only partially or not at all.: Particularly the second and the third, and the third and the fourth, exhibit all . kinds of cm:mections and hybrids. Even ·so the basic types are clearly distinguishable, and a short delineation of these~ four main . streams can be serviceable the better to. catch sight both _of the problems involved.in' the matte( of the. general character of Paul's preaching (the '.'main. entrance") and of the background .of the investigation of the ·present day. 5. _The principal writings of Baur, in which he sets forth his ideas about Paul's teaching, are: Paul, the Apostle of Jesus Christ, ET 1876; The Church History of the First Three Centuries, ET 1878; Vorlesungen ilber Neutestamentliche .Theologie, 1864. On Barir's ·significance and his 'interpretation of Paul, in addition to the literature cited above (p. 13), see the full discussion by· H. Schmidt (J. Hausleiter), PRE, II, 3rd ed., 1897, pp. 467-483, s.v. Baur; M. Tetz in RGG, I, 3rd .. ed., 1957, cols. 935ff 'This' reconstruction. of the origin of Christianity functions at the' . same time for Baur as the criterion for the genuirieness of Paul's epistles, and in general .for the dating of the New Testament writings .. Baur thinks only the. four principal epistles (Romans, Galatians, 1 and 2 ·Corinthians) can be accepted as genuine, because in them the antithetic ·motif is-. still visible in all .. its sharpness; The others he -considers as already dominated by a unionistic tendency and therefore of a later date.
Baur's ·conception· is entirely governed by the Hegelian view of history and the idea of Spidt. This pneuma-idea is not, however, Pauline. Also,· by his exclusively antithetic interpretation of. Paul's doctrine, Baur has ncit only barred his'own wayto arriving at a correct appreciation .of the picture of original Christianity .drawn for us in the Acts of the Apostles, but also to an understanding of . the full significance of Paul in the history of New Testament revelation. This led to a massive ampu,tation of the corpus. Paulin um, for :which (after .the radical consequences of Baur's concept.ion were drawn by the Dutchmen. Pierson, van Manen, and Loman;, and the Swiss. Steck, who finally rejected· the. genuineness of all the Pauline ,epistles) no agreement .could be found at a later time even in the most advanced historical criticism.· Nevertheless; Baur's critical and idealistic-universalistic conceptions of original! Christianity have continued to exercise great influence, and the dis~ance he created between Paul's doctrine and ithat. of the other apostles who associated themselves with: Jesus has .continued to· be one of the chief motifs of the later inquiry. The. formulations, .the manner in which he stated the problems with respect to the place of Paul in the New Testament and his relationship tO Je_sus and original Christianity~ have. been of incalculable influence, even though the total construction of· Baur has been accepted in unaltered form only by a few. even in the so-called Tiibfogen school (e.g., by Schwegler).
· · · . SECTION 3. THE LIBERAL INTERPRETATION AND ITS DECLINE
After B~ur a~other explanation of the the~logical significance of Paul's preaching of the gospel found acceptance, .which likewise took. its point of departure from what Paul .had to say about the Spirit; but which attempted to interpret this from Greek anthropology; Among others Holsten, Ludemann, Pfleiderer, and H. J. Holtzmann are to ·be ·mentioned as the ·most prominent representatives of this period.6 While Reformation theology viewed justification by faith as the center of Paul's doctiirie and as~ociated sanctification, the struggle be-' tween flesh and spirit, and the like very closely with it, in this period scholars proceeded to .distinguish beside the juridical-forensic "line," ~hich they explained from : Judaism, an ethical (or mystiC:al-ethical) PAUL: Aw OUTLINE oF His· THEOLOGY · • · , line, which w~s said to find its expression in the contrast of flesh and spirit. and to be. oriented, not ·to Judaism, but to Greek-Hellenistic thinking. Thus "spirit" is no longer taken here as the antithesis of the . finite and the human (as with Baur), but as the antipode 'of the sensual. "Spirit" and "flesh'/ is an antithesis that is actualized in man himself: the spirit as the leading rational principle in man must gain 'the vii:tory over the lower sensual nature (sarx) and hold it in subjection. This Greek idea is supposed to appear in a. Christianized form in Paul and to .constitute· in many· respects· that wl).ich' is distinctive .in· his pr~clama tion of the gospel; whereby at one time the emphasis is placed on· the ethical, at another ori the mystical significance of the antithesis of flesh and spirit. It is in this sense accordingly that all that Paul writes about believers as' being "with« Christ" and ·~in Christ" is also understood; This communion i.s thought of as an ethically oriented mysticism,' not as an' objective inclusion of believers in Chri~t, but as a· spiritual and mystical connection, out of which then, understood in a general religious sense, a' life· of' love,. and . . spiritual ·freed.om would ·flourish.
· . . ·These ideas 'place us .in the •heyday of the so-called liberal theology; The. ethical view men had of Jesus' preaching is also dominant in their assessment of· Paul's. theology. A fundamental contrast between Jes us and· Paul is not niade as yet; inasmuch as scholars attempt to reduce Paul's proclamation,· too,· to a rationalistic-idealistic morality. It is true irideed that other tendencies are discovered in Paul, for example,. his eschatological, demon~logical, ·and angelological pronouncements. These are regarded; however, as the con~emporary framework of Paul's real teaching, just as Jesus' preaching of the kingdom of God was· also interpreted .. To be sure, it is assumed that Paul's conversion played a great part· in· the development of these ideas. 7 .In this way· he came to be entirely detached from the Jewish scheme of thought, and there came into him the possibility of an entirely new attitude t.oward life in which then, . as has been . said, Greek thought was of . great influence; · Yet the liberal. school cannot deriy that, alongside, this ethicalmystical religiosity in Paul, other motifs occupy an important. place, . in particular the juridical doctrine of. justification, which Paul bases . on faith• in the death and resurrecdon of Christ. Although liberal theology attempts to hide. the significance of these redemptive facts in Paul behind the moral-rational. conception of religion (i.a., by , explaining Paul's doctrine of justification from tradition and polemic), it n~verthe less cannot ignore· the place all this occupies Jn Paul's. epistles. It is . i. Holsten especially, . in. a. r~tio~ali~i~g ~nd psychologizing ma~ner, related the genesis of the. Pauline gospel to Paul's conversion (Das Christusvision des Paulus und 'die Genesis des paulinischen Evarigeliums, 1861 and 1868) . In Michel's words, "He began precisely at the point where Baur did not draw, the consequences of the modern view of the world. He. contended against any ·supernatural explanation· of the Damascus experience and of the developnient of Pauline Christology ... and sought [in Paul's ·own spiritual individuality and in the Christ-worship of the primitive church] sure foundations on which he could construe Paul's experience of Christ as a· necessary outgrowth" ·("Die· ·Entstehung der · paulinischen · Christologie,"· · ZNW, 1929, pp. 324, 325).
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now. suppose~ th~t. no ~on~istent !theological thinking_ was pres~nt in Paul; that' ,his religious ideas at any. rate do not receive adequate expression in his theology; that for. him J ewlsh and Greek elements remained in an internal discord. While a writer· like Ludemann regards ·the contrast between spirit and flesh taken in a Greek sense as dominant in Paul, Pfleiderer, for example, comes to the conclusion that in Paul's mind . two · kinds of representation stood unreconciled next · to each other (the juridical and the ethical), and that he often leaped.from the one. to the other without sensing the contrad.iction~ · . ' The zenith and at the same time the terminal point of this interpretation of Patil is found,in the grand master of liberal theology, H. J. Holtzmann. For Holtzmann the event a_t Damascus is of fundamental significance. for understanding Paurs theological position; He interprets that event as the first subjective experience of what Paul will shortly proclaim as his objective doctrine of salvation.s Even before the experience at Damascus Paul is said to have become an "ethieal bankrupt" (whichjs then supposed to be described in Rom. 7) and to have received , the· correct light concerning this condition through his visiori of the exalted Christ. He then discovered another . way of salvation than that·· of the law, the haughty Pharisee ·in him· was conquered, the proud particularism in· him shattered, he came to grasp what it me.ans "to die and rise with Christ," new powers and .tasks came· flooding in upon him. What in his preaching Paul afterwards teaches· on this matter would thus be in the deepest sense an objectivizing and generalizing of his inner and personal experience.9
. , . Holtzmann .assumes, moreover; that in the shaping of. these. exp'eriences and ideas Paul exhibits strong Greek influences. This is so; for example, in the metaphysical dimeiisions of his Christology.
10 These are 'to be explained from a Greek-Alexandrian influence, particularly the speculations of· Philo; likewise the contrast of spirit arid flesh is typically Greek,11 and one must relate his;doctrine of the sacraments to the Greek teaching of the mysteries. Yet Holtzmann, too, cannot deriy that inany Jewish ideas and influences continue to be at work in Paul. In the remarkable conjunction of the Greek and the Jewish, whereby antillomies are often to be encountered, Holtzmann sees that which is in many respects distinctive of Paul's theology.12 Alongside the ethical. stands the juridical, alongside. the idealistic . the realistic coriception. of man, alongside the Greek idea 0f the . soul detaching itself ·from·· the body the realistic Jewish eschatology: :Though· all this may in it~elf. yield a · combination in many respects heterogeneous and a theology full of .internal contradictions, behind it .all stands the. great religious personality of Paul, and his deep. experience on the road to Damascus, by which everything is supported.13
Holtzmann's conception is thus an extending of the liries drawn by Holsten, Ludemann, and Pfleiderer. The vision at Damascus, the ·Greek influence, and, not to be forgotten, their own religious-ethical view of Christianity form forthese authors the constituent elements in their interpretatiOn of Paul. They are not able to ·achieve a unity. Everything, however, is directed toward an effort to. reduce Paul's theology and .religion to a general; ethical-rational religiosity not de-' pendent on redemptive facts.H In Jesus this pietyis said to exhibit its noblest appearance and flowering. Paul ranks behind. Jesus in this respect because with him all manner of juridical and metaphysical speculations play a greater role. Fundamentally, however, the same. thing lives in Paul as i.n J esus,1. 5 and it was he who first came to the Christian world of ideas . with Hellenistic forms · of thought and made the. transition from the Semitic to. the Greek and by this. avenue also to the modern world.16 . . · · . . . . . .. After Holtzmann this liberal picture of Paul wa~ not able to maintain itself for .long. Investigation· began more and more , to grasp ,the fact that it was not possible, for example, to spiritualize in the manner of Holtzmann the so~called metaphysical Christology, ,the significance· of. the redemptive ,facts, the juridical doctrine. of satisfaction, and eschatology, or to consider .them as a "theological" element .foreign to Paul's real religion., The contrast in Paul between spirit. and _flesh understood by Holtzmann and his predecessors in the light of dualistic Greek thinking was also subjected to, serious criticism, . by_ Gunkel, . among others, who considered. the Pauline pneuma-concept to be not of Greek but· rather of Jewish_ origin and .in consequence rejected the .rational-ethical character o( the flesh . and spirit antithesis . . 17 Even ·so early a 'Y.riter ,as R. Kabisch ,had already directed attention to eschatol-. ogy as the dominating f<!ctoi::. in the Pauline theology ,and ,in this way pointed to Jewish theology, especially to l~teJewish apocalyptiC, as the origin of the so-called Pauline doctrinal system. 18 Further, more than had been the 'case .with Holtzmann, the emphasis.came gradually to be placed.on the significance of the sacraments in Paul's teaching, to which; in contrast to. the, spiritualizing. conceptions of Holtzmann, a .realistic naturhaft significance was ascribed, and it was thought possible to ex~ plain them from the eastern mystery religions. The result. of' this increasingly accepted his_tory ·•of religions . method of interpretation was that scholars came to reject' the ethical-idealistic interpretation of liberal 13. Ibid; , theology as-~ompletely inadequate and to pl~ce the emphasis on the' "alien" character of Paul's theology, on precisely that which is not assimilable . for modern man., Along with that emphasis, however, the possibility 'fell away of preserving the. unity between the picture of Jesus still accepted by many as the teacher of the fatherhood of God and lofty morality and the supernatural Christ as Paul preached him in his epistles. The 'problem of. the Jesus-Paul relationship becomes acute for modern theology when it comes to recognize that one cannot understand· the Pauline Christology psychologically (a~ the objectivizing of Paul's religious experience ·at Damascus) and in a spiritualized manner, as did Holtzmann, nor separate it from Paul's "religion" as a "theological" c?nstruction, but. that it ought to be interpreted precisely as the great central datum of Paul's_ theology as well as of. his religion. ~ · . Nowhere does this disintegration of the liberal picture of Paul and along with it of the connection· of Jesus and Paul come to. light more clearly than; in the very radical and to' the present day very in~ fluential exposition of Wrede.19 . . . . · . ·' Wrede.will have nothing to do with a separation between Paul's "religion" and his "theology''. (e.g., as in Holtzmann). Paul's "theology" is the adequate expression of his religion. 20 And .this. theology is fundaJ mentally Christology. The whole Pauline doctrine' is a doctrine of Christ. and liis work; that· is its. essence .. That which is peculiar .to. Paul and also ·new, in qim fa this, that he made redemptive facts -the incarnation, the deat'.h, and the resurrection ·of Christ -the foundation of religion. Redemptive history· is the backbone of Pauline Christianity. 2 1 When orit; inquires into ,the origin of i:his doctrine, then neither Paul's conversion experience, nor. the impression of the .personality of ~ Jes~s (whom Paul probably, neyer _knew),, nor Paul's own theological construction can constitute the, explanation for'it. One can only unravel· the problem as to~ how it was possible • that within one human lifetime the figure of Jesus was so completely changed illto the. Pauline Christ if one supposes that Paul· the. Pharisee was already in possession of "a number of ready-made conceptions of a divine being," .which he then· transferred. to the historical Jesus under the impact of his· conversion. 22 His christological preaching thus has little to . do with the. historicalJesus; but is to be 'understood from the mythological redeemer-and redemptiori-speculations of his time, which he' applied to Jesus of Nazareth without being conscious of this radical 'transformation. . which came to -a' common blending' in ·all sorts of ways; are now in one way or another transferred to_ the initiates hi the cultus -belonging to these -mystery religions. In . -this : cultus they receive _ a ~hare in the victory, resurrection,. and ,immortality of the deity ~orshipped _by them. In the cultus, in which one. can participate in various ways according to the depth to which he has. been initiated,_ one comes to deification. This takes place' in the manner of mysticism and ·of the magical-materialistic idea '"sacrament,". which works ex opere operato, .consisting in the immersion in or the sprinkling with water or blood; the putting on of ho.ly clothing, and the eating of certain foods. The highest objective is· to arrive at a beholding of the deity;· transcending all' sense_ experience. Naturally,· in :the various mystery· religions all kinds of differences exist _at this point, too._ In some it is a., wild and ecstatic soit of· thing, as, for example,' in the· cults' of Attis and Dionysus; others·exhibita much more sober and subdued type, as, for example, the cult of Mithras. In -them all, however, lives. the consciousness that those who are· admitted to the_ secrets oLthe cult thereby, receive· immortality. In the mystery religions a fixed doctrinal system is wanting. The myths themselves are recited in all sorts" of ways. To be sure,, one needs gnosis in order to reach redemption, but this is n_ot tci be understood as a clearly defined quantum of religious or theological tenets; but rather as the_ initiation into certain -cerem_onies described with secret language, the knowledg(!of whi~ must be kepi: ill strict secrecy.
It is these mystery religions, the ~.'sacramentar• acts that occur in _j "" them, and especially the mystical approach to the deity centrally. pla~ed in them, with which 1 some have related that which is distinctive in Paul's preaching and .'~r~ligion" and have wanted in part to interpret it.27 For a time the relationship was sought above all in the former, namely, the sacramental acts 'in the mystery religions on the one' hand; and on the other the communion' of baptism· and the Lord' a baptizing in· behalf of the dead, so far as· we know. 'Thei:e. is mention in an Egyptian papyrus of the baptism of a .dead person,33 which is represented as an act to .be performed .by the deity, but this is something other than in behalf of or in, place of the deceased.34 For the rest, it does. not follow from · I Corinthians, 15:29 a~ a whole that ·Paul starts from~· a magical conception . of the sacrament .. For the. passage is very obscure and has long been. understood in . the most widely varying ways.35 Perhaps Paul alludes to a practice followed by some Corinthians who had themselves baptized in behalf of the. dead. That could then speak of a. certain magical notion of ·baptism. But if it must be so understood, 'there are numerous arguments that tell against any such conception on the part o.f Paul himself. It. is possible that h~ could . be appealing to a custom among his opponents that he does not himself sanction, but which argues against their denial of a future resurrection. Yet the whole idea of such. a .vicarious baptism is uncertain.36 Others interpret this not.· as a baptism in behalf of, .but jn the place of the dead. One would then have submitted to baptism notin .behalf of, but, by way of a testimony of faith, in the place of (prematurely deceased?) unbaptized believers, in order . in this way to bear. witness to the faith of· these believers in the resurrection.37 The passage is· too • obscure,. however, 'and the materials for comparison too inadequate to .reach cm1dusions that are in any degree well founded.
With.out doubt th"e high point of the religionsgeschichtliclie ~ssessment of Paul's preaching against the background .·of. the· mystery religions accordingly Jay elsewhere: n~t in the appeal t.o Paul's doctrine of the sacraments, but in. the appeal to his Christology. Here in particular the grandiose ·attempt by W. Bousset 38 to explain Paul's preaching of Christ as a mystical reinterpretation of . the "eschatological" Christ . of the primitive church. deserves mention. And here. then, by way'of the cultus communion of the Hellenistic churches, the' influence of ·the mystery religions is supposed to be perceptible.
' . ' ' . . This conception of B~usset-:-which we ha~e described atlength elsewhere39 -represents a noteworthy 'transition in the history of the investigation into. the fundamental· structures of Paul's preaching. On. the one hand, . the history o'f religions . method is here wielde~ with consummate skill -with an enormous knowledge of the materials of the Hellenistic religions and with great circumspection,)n order _to throw light on the specific character of the pneumatic K yrios of the Hellenist.ic church and especially that of Paul. and standing in the liber:ty that is ,n~t of the. law but of the Spirit;: the point of departure and the· matrix even of the pneumatic character of Paul's preaching is not to be ·sought in the mystical cultus experiences of contemporary Hellenistic religiosity, but in the' historical revelatfon of Christ in the fullnes·s of time; that is to· say, in the 'christocentric fulfillment.of the redemptive promise given to.Israel.
In view of· the above it is no wonder that,in order to trace the history of religions backgrounds of Paul's preaching, scholars began to orient' themselves on a broader terrain than that. of the mystery cults. To be sure, they continued to seek these backgrounds in,Hellenistic religiosity, particularly as this .was experienced, and brought to· expression in the mystery religions: But more than in the specifically cultic, they sought, the connection· between_ Paul. and Hellenism· in. the. general character and attitude toward life of this religiosity., They came more arid more to .speak of Gnosticism as the common._denominator for. thi.s worl_9.~of thought, a• name formerly used. for • a syncretistic heresy in the second century of .the Christian era; whose roots canie to be sought in a uni-· versally dispersed pre-Christian complex of ideas, partly of Greek,' partly of eastern origin, and, of a distinctly dualistic . character. 43 It is sup-. posed to -have been the influence of this Gnosticism by which Paul's world. of ideas in. general and his Christology in particular, ·both in a positive and iri a negative sense, were profoundly conditioned, a11d in ' which the explanation is, to be'. sought for. those. "elements" in his teaching for which no correspondence k to be found in the tradition of .the primitive Palestinian church. . ' . . . , . . · The, .writer who was especially, responsible for this turn in the history of religions approach.to Paul's preaching; was the classical literary scholar ·R. Reit_zenstein. He, appealed, at least _in the first instance, 44 primarily to the .so:called Hermetic literature, 4 5 .. a motley mixture· of speculative religious non:Christian tracts from .the second and third, centuries_ (A.D.) that aimounce th_emselves as revelations of Hermes Trismegistos, i.e., of the Egyptian god Thoth. Greek, Egyptian, eastern, a.nd Jewish influences have ·here, come together. Hermes, sometimes also called Poimandres or Asklepios, gives _secret revelations that .have reference to astrological and magical' as well. as ·to religious subjects. The religious ideas are dualistic-gnostic. T:he soul, imprisoned in matter, ascendsonce agairi. to God in the way of gnosis.·Aiong with this then, according. to Reitzenstein, the so-called Anthropo.s-myth makes its · appearance. the representation· of original •man in whom the divine pneuma finds its highest manifestation and'. who once more shows the scattered particles of light the way to God.
. . . . , . -According to Reitzenstein ·a strong ill'l:mediate influence of this· gnostic Hellenism_ on Paul is to be.ass.urned. The absolute proof for this 43 . On the variOus theories concerning the 'origin of Gnosticism see, e.g., Co'lpe, RGG, 3rd ed.; II, 1958 II, , col. 1651 :
45.'See, e.g., the great work by'A;"J. 
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PAUL: AJ\f OUTLINE oF His THEOLOGY he finds in the technical use of all· kinds of gnostic words and ideas in Paul, as, for example, · psychikos and pneumatikos · (being· or not being in possession. of gnosis), gnosis and agnosia, photizein and doxa, morphousthar and metamorphousthai, nous, in .the sense of pneuma, as the divine effluvium that is •conferred on the elect; as charisma. 4 6 And Paul is said to have had not· only the terminology but also the notions and. concepts bound up with it. in common with Hellenistic mysticism and Gnosticism; Reitzenstein views Paul not as the first, but as the greatest Gnostic.47 For this he refer~ particularly to I Corinthians ·2, where Paul appeals for his•knowledge to the Pneuma, the Spirit, who searches even the deep things ·of God. The psychical rrian is .not in a position to grasp this, nor can he judge the pneumatic man. He is still a man; the pneumatic is that no longer. 4 8 It is, to this Pneuma, which finds its highest expression in the beholding of the Risen One, that Paul also appeals for his apostleship and his independence of others, as no longer bound ·to any tradition (Gal. J ). This also provides ·the explanation; it. is said, for the fact that Paul does not : ground his teaching on. the deeds and. words of the historical Jesus. According _to Reitzenstein, Paul thought, not historically, but pneumatically. It was not what would have reached him from the tradition concerning Jesus of Nazareth, . but what he had beheld and inwardly experienced as a Gnostic that constituted the source of his Christology. 4 9 The sweeping conclusions drawn by Reit~enstein have been rejected. Alniost no one believes any longer that Paul was a mystic who, detached from the Christian' tradition, gave out his pneumatic , speculations for the gospel of Jesus Christ. The deep-lying material differences between the Pauline and . gnostic conceptions, notwithstanding . terminological similarity; have also been demonstrated from ·more. than one side with a profusion of evide1ice. 0 0 Even so, Reitzenstein's fundamental proposition that Paul's world• of thought was profoundly conditioned by· what is· then· termed his pre-Christian Gnosticism became . the real foundation of the history of religions interpre~atio'ri of Paul's. preaching and doctrine, and has remained so to the present day. And this influence is the more radical according to the extent to which it is .'the more closely connected with the views propagated by Reitzep.stein in· his later · writings,51 that Paul's Christology, too, .was •conditioned in a decisive -way by pre-Christian • · Gnosticism; especially by what is termed the Iranian myth"of the. redeemed Redeemer.5 2 I,t is in this mythological interpretation of Paul's Christology that the transitions are to.be found Here he attempted to achieve unity between his consistent-eschatological conception of Jesus' life and preac:hing and the theology of the Apostle Paul.
According to Schweitzer, the center of Paul's teaching lies in what he describes with the easily misunderstood term, Christ-mysticism. 'By that he means the way in which the church is involved. in the death and resurrection of Christ," being with Christ and in Christ. One must understand this communion, however, not in a Greek-dualistic, but in a Jewish-eschai:ological sense. Paul's doctrine rests entirely on· the ·escha-tological preaching .of.Jesus concerning the ·nearness of the kingdom of God. While for Jesus, however, _this kingdom was still a matter of the (imminent) future~ Paul. was fa.ced with a completely new situation. With the death and resurrection of Christ the foture continually expected by Jesus but. not fulfilled has. reached _the stage of fulfillment. A radical alteration of the eschatological situation has entered in. The escHaton has become presen-t time in the resurrection of Christ. Paul is said now, however, to have been confronted· with the question as to how this breakthrough of the eschaton was to be related to the unmistakable fact that the resurrection of. the . dead, to be expected with the consummation, the judgment of the world, and the like, had not yet come to pass. He is supposed now, in order to overcome this discrepancy between the "already" (of Christ's resurrection) and the "not yet" (of the final consummation), to have associated himself with the eschatological "schema" in the apocalypse of Baruch and the fourth book· of Ezra and, in divergence from Jesus' ~xpectation, to have conceived of 53. Below, pp. 32ff. · " I•.
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PAUL: AN OuTLINE oF His THEOLOGY· '- the Messianic kingdom as coming· before ,the ·full revelation of the kingdom of God. 54 In the Messianic kingdom the natural and the super-. natural worlds meet one· another.:.... telescope, as it · were, into each other.55 The resurrection. of. Christ signifies· the beginning of this overlap. With Christ, however, the sharers in the Messianic kingdom (the elect church) also ·participate in his resurrection.56 The ·e1ect have risen with Christ. They are with him sharers in the "mode of being of the .resurrection." _This "mysticism" is to be taken as realistically as possible.
With the resurrection of Christ the resurrection of the el~ct has already been begun in its entire corporeality'. They are no longer natural men, but, as Christ,. supernatural beings, although this:
is not yet manifest.5 7 This is also expressed as the "being-in-Christ." This "mysticism" is thus iwt one . of . feeling, inner, spiritual, . but an "objective mysticism of facts."58 This union with· Christ, sharing' in his new corporeality, comes · about by baptism. Together with Christ the elect forin a "joi!J.t personality .. 59 ~£which the pneuma is the vital force. Therefore all that they henceforth 'do, thillk, experience,. will, can be characterized as "in Christ." The primary idea, however, Jies in the words "with Christ/: 0 Schweitzer speaks repeatedly in this connection. of the actual. The mysticism of Paul is. not Greek. in character, .not a ,symbolically expressed experiencing of reality, but it is realistic; corporeal. It is, however, the ·new, pneumatic corporeality that is operative here, and i_t .does not make rising with Christ,' being in Christ, with, all itshidderiness, ari inward, mental occurrence, but a reality' into which one is taken up aufomatically by the. _sacramental _event. 60 .
.. Schweitzer attempts to elucidate :an the facets of Paul's teaching from .the eschatological Christ-mysticism thought of in' this way. Thus it becomes clear that the law no longer has any power over man. 61 The commencement of the new. aeon signifies the end of the. law. Thus the power of_ sin. is also destroyed. It has place only in the body, 1 in which t_he elect have died with Christ. As faras justifi.cation is concerned; Schweitzer speaks here of a "subsidiary crater, which has formed _within the riin of the main crater -t,he mystical doctrine of redemption through. the. being~in-Christ." 62 .
• Paul· no· longer has·· any need for . this juridical line. Because _with the dying and risi!J.g of Christ . God has ' made sin to be destroyed with~the flesh, those who have died arid risen with Christ 'are considered before God. in fact as sinless beings: The doctrine that God forgives sinson the. basis of Christ's expiatory death is the docfrine handed dowri to Paul. He holds fast to it. The other is more his own, however, and springs from the mysticism of being in . Christ. It is also this_ doctrine alone which establishes the right rel~tion- certain ideas in Paul, but. especially of the understanding of human existence common to Paul and gnosis. In gnosis this assumed the character of a dualistic and pessimistic world view that embraces not only the inner man, but the whole cosmic reality.65 Bultmann is of the opinion, then, that the same approach to life is given expression in the Pauline antithesis of flesh_ and Spirit, and now best admits of definition in the categories of the existence philosophy of Heidegger. The "flesh" is then the visible, self~evident, over ,which man disposes, in contrast with the Spirit as the invisible and intangible. 66 With this interpretation of the flesh-Spirit antithesis, which he. considers central for Paul's preaching, Bultmann comes close to Baur, for whom the Spirit was also the absolute and transcendent. What in. Baur was Hegelian idealism, however, is in Bultmann Heideggerian .existentialism: it is again and again a matter of the.actual decision between flesh·and Spirit. Now this gnosis is said to have played a great part with Paul also, . especially in Christology. For Bultmann the religionsgeschichtliche back-. ground of Paul's Christology is no longer situated in the cultus-myth of _the deity who dies and' comes to life again, ·but rather in' the cosmic drama of which the mythology of gnosis speaks. For in it the figure ,of . a Redeemer makes his appearance; . who as the pre-existent Son 'of the Most High descends from the world of light in order .to communicate tr:ue knowledge, gnosis, to the sparks of light sunk in.sleep and to bring them as the souls of men again to himself \at their death. For that purpose, however, the heavenly'.Redeemer.-must himself descend to the domain of the power of the enemy,•'assume:-human form," become un-. recognizable; indeed, he must himself be redeemed from the want and affliction of the earthly existence into which· he has entered. 67 It is this myth of "the redeemed Redeemer," .. called by:Reitzenstein the Iranian· mystery of redemption, which according to '.'Bultmann forms· the (antithetical) background of the Pauline Christology, as this clearly emerges particularly in Romans )5 and I Corinthians 15, further in the "Christhymn" citedby Paul in Philippians 2:6"11 and Ephesi~n_s 4:8-10, but also in such a passage as I Corinthians 2:8. In all this, Christ, it is said, acquires the significance of a cosmic · figure who descends into this world to do battle with the powers that threaten man. And behind that again, as the real origin of this myth, lies the gnostic _understa!lding· of one's self and· the world, which niay be expressed as the consciousness of the fundamental distinction between real human existence and that which is bound to the world. At the same time it is here that the connection lies with the modern approach to life, and the way has been prepared to the "existentialist" Paul of the years following the Second World War.6s. . , This approach to Paul's preaching on the basis of Gnosticism, . , , -; Meanwhile, partly in connection with the newer discoveries, both of the Qumran scrolls and of _the still incompletely examined gnostic writings at Nag Hammadi, the unrestrained talk about gnosis, Gnosticism, etc.; as a system of thought already more or. less worked out in 'Paul's day, has indeed. passed its high-water mark. For that matter, objections were .raised against it from the very outset. After all, the wridngs to which scholars supposed themselves able. to appeal for. this gnostic complex of ideas""'.'.'" the Hermetic writings, the Mandaean and Manichaean literature -date from a later, in part even from a much later, period than that. of the commencement of Christianity.7 3 Even if one assumes, as most scholars now certainly do, that gnosis is_ to . be spoken of. as a pre-Christian phenomenon,74 this is not to say. that __ on ( the pasis of th~se writings of ,so much later origin one is able to draw 69. "Gnosis und N.T.," RGG; 3rd ed., II, cols. 1652££ .. up a clear picture' and to reach sweeping conclusions with respect: to ' the manner. in which, for example, Paul may be said already to have been dependent on· them. This applies particularly to what is termed the gnostic mystery of redemption ·in the figure of the r,rimal~man redeemer. For many scholars who have occupied themselves with these questions it is regarded as definitely established_ that. wherever. in. this literature there' is mention of such a redeemer, this representation is not antecedent to Christia~ity, but rather is borrowed from it.75 Colpe in his ext.ensive discussion of this so-called gnostic redeemer-myth especially stressed' the unwarranted generalization in 'the talk about this myth, as if it were a uniform thing that were to be found ready to hand in all the relevant texts .. He demonstrates with great exactitude how complicated and differentiated the whole' gnostic idea of rede~p2 tion is and with how little justice one constructs for. himself from it a "model" of .a mythical redeemer figure (which then comes to function as "the" gnostic Redeemer) and in this way suggests a general gnostic myth of, redemption that has perhaps never existed.76. And all this becomes still worse when one infers from this a precursor in the older gnostic traditions not known to us in which, it is said, the background of certain Pauline (and other New Test!lment) redemption and redeemer ideas must be discovered. As more comes to be known about this gnosis from the newly discovered gnostic writings of the early Christian period; the correctness of this criticism is 'more and more corroborated. It becomes ever more apparent how cautiously one ought io speak of "gnosis," "gnostic myth," etc., as soon as. one intends to denote something more than a .general dualistic philosophy of life and to arrive at a comparison with that which, for instance,' may be said ·to be characteristic of Paul. . Thus van Unnik,,for example, on the basis of the examination of newly dis-· covered gnostic texts, writes: "Anyone -who .has made a study of the speculative passages on Adam in th<; Apocryphon of john, for example, will not so easily get away with explaining Paul's exposition in· Rom. 5 and l Cor. 15 in terms of similar ideas of a Gnostic type: and anybody who has seen here how the Gnostics handle the concept of the 'Son of Man' will not be inclined to try to shed light on this term in the Gospels by reference to such ideas of 'primeval man'.' An understanding of the history and· growth of Gnosticism, such as now becomes possible, mustmake us cautious.about dr.<;twing so ·freely on very late Manichaean . and Mandaean sources -as h;;s happened . often enough -in order. to explain something in the New Testament .. We may also expect that when these_ documents .have been properly studiecj, academic mythmaking will be a more sober business, and some of the myths will be up for sale. In the light of all the foregoing it is not strange that interest in the Greek-Hellenistic religiosity as background of. the Pauline formulation of the gospel has diminished in recent years, and that its place has been taken by a vigorous revival of the study of the Jewish premises of Paul's preaching. 78 . All ·sorts of a priori considerations would seem to make this method of approach plausible. 7 9 Is it not in the nawre of things that· a writer be judged above. all·· according to the milieu from which he comes and which provides his frame of reference?. In the meantime .. there are also cautious voices that warn that· one must not ·conceive of . the Palestinian Judaism of Paul's day as a self-contained intellectual world 85 and that therefore, even, if one chooses to seek Paul;s spiritual background in, it, other influences are not th_ereby excluded but· must rather be presupposed. In this context the. Qumran literat.ure is very often taken into consideration .. However one ,thinks these writings cari ·be characterized.-here, too, the word gnosis . crops up repeatedly, .though usually in a much more restricted and lesspregnant sense than that in which, for example, Bultmann and his school are accustomed ·to speak of •it -they represent the Jewish world of thought ,again in another way than, for example, the rabbinic writings, and they also show, more clearly _perhaps than any other contemporaneous Jewish writings,· the influx of other than originally Jewish ideas.
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Now it is these writings, and the motifs that predominate in them, to which itis thought that Paul's preaching, too, can be related. To be surJ!, the essence of the Pauline kerygma, the historical-eschatological character of his Christology in which. Christ's death and resurrection occupy the central place, cannot in any . sense be connected with the ' data of the Qumran literature. But this does not alter ·the fact. that with respect to secondary (although not unimportant) motifs in Paul's preaching striking analogies are to be observed: motifs which, it is true, have been thoroughly transformed· by the use that Paul makes of them precisely because he presses them into the service of a new and entirely original kerygma, but which nevertheless are able to throw light on the backgrounds that .. until now have been sought in vain not only in the Greek, but also in the Jewish thinking of his time. Among others certain themes are mentioned that are highly characteristic of Paul, such · as the struggle between light and darkness, the revelation of 'the mystery, justification from pure grace.s6 One can add to this that in . the heresies combatted by Paul, as in the Epistle to the Colossians (heresies that frequently have had to do service as witnesses for the gnostic interpre.tation . of Paul's preaching), motifs stand out that seem to fit much betti;r in the framework of the Judaism represe,ntedin the Qumran literature than in. that which it has been thought possible to reconstruct on the basis of the later gnostic writings as pre-Christian gnosis. Indications are accordingly. seen here, especially in the epistles to the Ephe~ sianss1 and the Colossians,· that Paul's preaching with respect to its _ formulation must be vi'ewed especially against the background of these newly unlocked sources. · · This whole development admits finally of being demonstrated at a sfogle point,· although for the understanding of Paul's preaching a very important one: the frequently occurring formula "in Christ;" "with Christ," and what is related to it. Although formerly appeal was often made to these formulae and ideas in order to show the mystical character of Paul's proclamation of the gospel and experience of faith (dying, . rising, etc., "with Christ") ·and attempts were made to cite all sorts of parallels from the Greek world, since scholars have become more aware of the Jewish and Semitic b'ackground of Paul an entirely different view has come to predominate in ·this respect, that of the Old Testament idea of the "all-in-one," frequently denoted with the term "corporate personality." Although it is questionable• whether this term, in th~ special sense with which it has been stamped notably by Wheeler Robinson for certain relationships observed in the Old Testament,88. is applicable ·in every respect to the epistles of Paul,89 yet the idea one .intends to typify with the aid of this expression is undoubtedly-of great significance for insight into 'the fundamental. structures of J>au_l's preaching. It is that of the representation by Christ of those who belong to him, the inclusion of , "the many" in the One and on this ground· the · application to these many of what has taken place, or will yet take place, in· and with the One, Christ. It is a matter here riot only of a ~ certain formula ("in Christ," "with Christ"), but of a way of thinking that understands the relationship between Christ and his own in an entir:_ely different,· much more "objective" manner .than the method of interpretation that· moves ·in . the Greek-mystical direction. Along with this the Adam-Christ paraHel has appeared to be of a much broadet,_ p~rport than, has often been assumed on .the basis of the fe'Y .explicit pronouncements (in Rom. 5 and I Cor .. 15). ·The.·. whole specifically Pauline idea of . the church as the "body" of ,Christ· is bound up with it, as also the all-embracing significance of Christ's redemptive work with respect to "all things."90 Later. we s_hall returri to all this in greater 89. In Paul -it is not so much the representation of the whole by every part ("an identity of the individual and the. group to which he belongs"; W. Robinson, ibid., p. 70), as of. the whole having been included in and being represented by a specific. figure standing at 
an approach that some retrospectively have once again wished to press into the service of the gnostic interpretation of Paul's preaching, 9 1 but which, even so, obviously finds support in the first ·place in the Old' Testament and Semitic· character of Paul's world of ideas and thought.
If we now return finally .to our starting point and ask ourselves where it is that continuing .investigation sees the confluence of the main architectonic lines of Paul's .preaching and .where it supposes that, the main entrance to this imposing building can be found, then surely one can speak of ·a growing consensus insofar that scholars are more and more finding t.he point of. departure for an adequate approach to the whole in the . . redemptive-historical, eschatological character of Paul's proclamation. The governing motif of Paul's preaching. is the saving acti.vity. of God in the advent and the work, particularly in the death and the ·resurrection, of Christ. This activity is on the one hand .the fulfillment of the work of God in the history of the nation Israel, the fulfillment therefore also of the Scriptures; on the other hand it reaches out to the. ultimate· consummation of the parousia of, Christ. and the coming of the kingdom of God. :It is this great redemptive-historical framework withiri which the whole of Paul's. preachillg must be ·under-stood arid all of its• subo_rdinate parts .receive their place. and organ-. 11
If it· is possible to speak in this sense of a growing consensus, such must undoubtedly be done with great reserve, as has already been evident in part from the preceding. For .while there is agreement that what lies at the ro~t of Paul's preaching is not the .theologic;il system, nor the philosophical idea, nor religious feeling, but the eschatologically understood activi.ty of God in Jesus Christ; yet just with respect to this eschatological character of Paul's preaching strongly divergent opinions are once again to be' pointed out; so. that it is not without justice that Rigaux speaks of ''eschatology and eschatologies."9 2
As we have seen, Schweitzer applied his consistent-eschatological concepti9n to Paul's preaching in such a way that this is defined on the one hand by the expectation,9 3 unaltered in all his epistles, of the imminent return of Jesus and of the Messianic glory, and on the_ other by the certainty that with Jesus'. death _and resurrection the eschaton and with it the eschatological mode of being of believers (by virtue of their being-in-Christ) has broken through into this aeon. For Schweitzer and his followers this means that the first is an illusion rendered out )f date by the course of events, but. that the abiding significance 'Of Paul's teaching is situated in the Pauline pneumatology attending the second motif. 94 Not unjustly has it been said of the latter position that Schweitzer, by making the Spirit a timeless element, in the end shows more kinship with. the theology of . the nineteenth century than with that of Paul. 9 5 · • But while Schweitzer always recognized the great significance that the continuing future expectation had for Paul, however much this proved to have been ari illusion, others wish to see the real corJ of Paul's eschatological . preaching in the eschatological event realized in Jesus' death and resurrection. Here the conception of C. H; .DoddOO and of the literature· that has emerged under his influence should be mentioned especially. 9 7. According to Dodd also, it is the eschatological framework within which the death and resurrection of Christ must. be understood and from whieh this.event derives its specific significance in Paul's preaching. This. eschatological context, ,in which everything is· placed in Paul, is said to be. the expression of Paul's belief that history has reached its fulfillment. in Christ's death and resurrection; that is to say, these events have the absohite significance of the final goal that God has set for himself in history. 98 To be sure, this belief among the first Christians and also in Paul was coupled with. the expectation_ of a speedy return of Christ, but his interest in it is said to have decreased more and more and the "futurist eschatology" of the first period to have been replaced by his "Christ-mysticism," that is to say, by the consciousness of spiritual unity with Christ and the contemplation of .all the riches of the divine grace that even now are the portion of those who are in Christ.99 The church is accordingly the place in which the promise of the great future is fulfilled. It is the sphere of divine grace and supernatural life. 100 The supra-natural order of life that the apocalyptic writers had foretold "in terms ·of pure fantasy" is now. described 'as an· actual fact of experience. In this way Paul brought the principle. of realized eschatology tO full development. After the resurrection of Christ the-church became the sphere of the eschatological miracle.101 · . Although Dodd cannot of course deny 'that Paul's preaching is full of references to the future, yet in his spiritual development 10 2 the 94 presence· o~ the salvation given in Christ is said more and more· to have defined the eschafological character of his preaching. That Dodd very one-sidedly shifts the accents here, and that this whole hypothetical development in Paul from "futuristic" to '.'realized" eschatology can be constructed in Paul's epistles in no other. way than by ·means of a strongly selective arrangement of· texts, · has been frequently demonstrated.103 One is certainly permitted to take into consideration here Dodd's own philosophical-religious premises, in which the temporal aspects of s_alvation entirely. recede into the background in comparison with the_ "eternal issues. of life." It has consequently been said, not unjustly, that Dodd's interpretation. of the Pauline eschatology has a certain Platonizing tendency.1· 04 Eschatology is ultimately nothing other than the expression of the absolute, timeless significance and value of the realities proclaimed by Paul.· The futuraJ element of this eschatology · may not entirely disappear, but it does become _withered. And with that Paul's preaching is deprived of a dimerision that pertains to its essence no less than the realized eschatology Dodd posits so emphaticillly. In this connection the. name of Bultmann is once more to be mentioned. As we have seen, while on the one hand he considers Paul's preaching in a· positive as well as in a negative sense to have. been profoundly determined by motifs from· the religions of the heathen wmld, for Bultmann, too, its starting point lies in the eschatological · interpretation of Christ's death and resurrection. More . clearly than Dodd, Bultmann recognizes· the · essential significance ()f the futural dimension in Paul's eschatology. 1 os 'Paul interprets eschatology, however, on the basis of his anthropology; that is. to say, the eschatological present and future is for him 'the expression of a specific unoerstanding of human existence: To . . be sure, according to Bultmann Paul does not abandon the apocalyptic.picture of the future of resurrection, judgment, glory, etc., but the real salvation is righteousness~· liberty, joy in th_e Holy Spirit; The idea of salvation is thus oriented to the individual. On the one hand . this salvation is already present time, on the other it is still future, ·for it is, by' virtue of "the historicity of man," to be obtained only in the way of existentfal decisions. In order . to attain to his authentic existence man must let himself be crucified with Christ over and over again; that is to say, renounce that whi.ch is ready to hand, which he has at his disposal, and choose' for that which is not ready fo hand and which he does not have at his disposal. In this he is again and again brought to. the end of the possibilities .at his disposal and led to the liberty of true humanness. It is therefore not the eschatological notions, but rather the anthropological insights given expression in them,. which constitute the very core. of Paul's. preaching. Not the idea of the end of the world but the manner.in which man is confronted 103 ,It is clear ·that this demythologizing interpretation' covers the content of Paul's preaching only very incompletely-:-and at that accord-· ing · to the prior:. understanding of an existentialistic hermeneutic.101 All of theology, and thus also Christology, is· treated from the viewpoint of anthropology. Accordingly· the anthropological categories of which Paul makes use form the real framework in which Bultmann· in his Theology of the New Testament, analyzes and brings together Paul's preaching: It is •not difficu,lt to recognize that along with this approach a great narrowing makes its appearance ,insofar as here -othenyise. than in Paull -:--: all of the divine redemptive ~ctivity in Christ is reg~rded su~ specie hominis.1os Yet B_ultmann's interpretation is so far an. advance with . . respect to his , radical predecessors, in that he seeks the. heart of Paul's preaching, not in timeless. notions concerning God or in a ~ew experience ·of· religious feeling, but in the deCisive significance of. the divine redemptiv,e work in Chris( For this reason, the analyses of Bultmann,' even though they all bear, the· signature of hisexistentialistk interpr_etation (and reduction!) of ~he gospel, ·still have a greater value · for the understanding of Paul, even for those who cannot follow him on his philosophical' path,ways, th.an those of his rndical~critical predecessors.
Finally; then; it remains t~ mention that ~nterpret~tion ~f Paul's eschatological preaching -to our mind the . most adequate interpretation:-which does justice both to the present and ,the future significance .. of this, ",eschatology" and w~ich does not attempt to dissol;ve t~~ histori~al backbone .of Paul's preaching,. with respect }O what has already taken place as well as to' that which must ye~ take place, in an, idealistic or existentialistic fashion. There is no specific school in .the investigation ' to be spoken' of h~re, but rather a widespread group of interpreters, highly differentiated.· among themselves, who endeavor to understand, the Pauline gospel in. i.ts original meaning and purport without subjecting its content. to a previously determined hermeneutical. principle. On the one hand this. redemptive-historical interpretation (as it has been given expression in a very representative manner, for example, iri 106 .. Ibid., p. 49.
. . 107. Cf. Bultmann's essay, "The Problem. of Hermeneutics," in Essays Philosophical and Theological, ET 1955, pp. 234-262. 108. For this "narrowing" see my Bultmann, 1960, pp. 38ff.
MAIN LINES' IN THE HISTORY OF 'PAULINE INTERPRETATION
43 the work of 0. Cullmann, Christ mjd Time109) is marked by a strong . accentuation of the element of fulfillment, in the preaching of Jesus as well as in that of Paul. It has in this way offered a powerful counterpoise to the one-sided significance that is ascribed by the so-called con-· sistent eschatology .to qie. N.aherwartung in 'the New Testament, and has constantly pointed to the fact that the primitive church precisely because of this consciousness of fulfillment was not thrown off the track when its expectation of the speedy returri of the Lord was not realized. In this sense the truth of the so:called realized ·eschatology is fully recognized in this. interpretation'. On the· other hand, however, it has . understo.od the essential significance of continuing future expectation in Paul'.s preaching and laid full emphasis on the reciprocal dependence of the "already" arid the "notyet," as an integral component element of the Pauline eschatology. There are notl only two poles here, betwee11 which there would only be tension and no cm:mection. The church has already been included .. in Christ's death and resurrection, and it . also shares in the future re~urrection. While it is .still in i:he present world and its temporal existence is subject to death,' it is no longer to be regarded in it from the viewpoint of the first Adam and of the natural body but as included in the second Adam, . under the regime of the Spirit. A,nd thi~ Spirit is 11ot only the principle of the ,new life, in the spiritual and ethical sense ·of the. word, but alSo" of, the· renewal· of ·the whole man in all the functions and. potentialities of his existence arid of the. whole cosmos, just as· Christ, too, has a predominating position in Pali.l's preaching with respect to all things and the .whole. of history. It is this all-embracing significance of. Christ's death and resurrection, understood on the foundation of faith in God as the Creator and Consummator of heaven and 'earth, in which this interpretation has located the heart and therewith the hermeneutical presuppositions of Paul's eschatological preaching. And it is. in the footsteps of the redemptive~ historical method of interpretation intended in this sense that the following inquiry into the nature and content of Paul's preaching; as this comes to us in his epistles,11° will move ..
.. From the history of ·the: investigation· it has. become evident how· easily the entrance to Paul's preaching is blocked or narrowed when one comes to place in. the cente.r and absolutize certain facets of .. his proclamation of sa.lvation at the expense of others. It. may undoubtedly be said to be a result of the more recent investigation that, although it has not in its own· turn escaped· all kinds of one-sidedness. and ~ogmatism, it has succeeded in arriving at a broader conception of Paul's preaching. It has no longer sought the basic motif of this preaching in one particular soteriological aspect, whether in justification by faith or in victory over the flesh· through the Spirit, but, transcending all these partial viewpoints and· antecedent to them, in the eschatological .or redemptive-historical starting point of Paul's proclamation: The whol.e contentof this preaching can .be summ.arized as the proclamation and explication of the eschatological time ·of salvation inaugur·ated with Christ's advent, death, arid ~esurrection. It. is from this principal point of view and under . . this denominator that all the separate themes of Paul's prea.ching can be unders.tood .and penetrated. in their unity and 'relation to each other.1 · Naturally, only the continuation of our inquiry will thr<?w further· light on this thesis. in all its implications. The extent, however, to which Paul saw the advent and work of Christ 'as revelation of the fulfilling activity of God in history and. as the breaking through of the. great 'time of salvation can immediately be demonstrated on the basis of a number of typical pronouncements from· his epistles.
109: ET
What is said in Galatians 4:4 of "the fulness of the time" and in Ephesians 1:10 of "the fulness of the times" is surely of special importance:
, ... but when the fulness of the time came, God sent forth. his Son .
•.
• ... the mystery of his [God's] will ... , unto a dispensation of the fulness of the times, to sum up all things in Christ, the things in the heavens, and the things upon earth ...• What is meant by this "fulness of the time" is not only the maturation of a specific matter in the great framework of redemptive history, but the fulfillment of the time in an abs<?lute sense. 
FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURES
45 of the world 2 has come to a conclusion with ·Christ's advent. However much this fulfillment still bears a 'provisional character and the per· fectum is followed yet again by a futurum, 3 nevertheless. the pleroma of the time or of the times is here spoken of as a matter that has already taken effect 4 and thus in principle has b.een settled. This commencement of the great time of salvation is no less clearly attested in 2 Corinthians 6:2, where the apostle as with finger extended points to its presence: "Behold, now is the acceptable time; now is the day of salvation!" . Here, too, what is . to be understood by "the acceptable time" , a.nd "the day of .salvation" is not merely a certain saving event or opportunity th.at one must eJ!lbrace and which may perhaps presently · disappear again. Nothing less is. intended than that the decisive, longexpecied coming of God has dawned, the hour of hours, the day of salvation. in the fulfilling, eschatological .sense of the word.5 This is apparent as well from .the preceding context where Paul writes· of the great change that has entered with the death and resurrection of Christ as follows: "Wherefore. if any man is in Christ, he. is new creation;· the old things have passed away; behold, the new have come" (2 Cor. 5:17).
When he speaks here of "new creation," this is not meant merely in an individual sense ("a new creature'.') , but one is to think. of the new world· of the re-creation that God has made to dawn in Christ, and in which e~eryone who is in Christ is included. This is also evidentr , from the neuter plural that follows: "the· old things have' passed away, the new have come," and from the full significartce·that must be ascribed here to "old" and "new.''. It is a matter o.f two worlds, not only in a spiritual, but in a redemptive-historical, eschatological sense. 6 The "old things" stand for the unredeemed world in its distress . and sin, the "new things" for the time 'oCsalva.tion and the .re-creation that have dawned with Christ's resurrection. He who is in Christ, therefore, is 2. In Gal. 4:4 there is mention of the pleroma tau chronou, that is, the fullness o.f .the time in its extensiveness, as world .time: In Eph. 1:10 it is pleroma ton kairon,· that is~ the fulfillment of all antecedent redemptive-historical interventions and turning points in the extensiveness of the time.
3; See below, p. 52. 4. : El then to pleroma (Gal. 4:4) . In Eph. 1: 10 there is mention of the oikonomia ("management of a household," "arrangement,'.' "administration"-not "preparation," as the Dutch Bible Society translation has it) of the fullness of the times,. in. which God sums up all things anew in Christ as tinder one head. Although the fullness intended.here is still.a matter of the future, it has already found its initial fulfillment with. Christ's exaltation (Phil. 2: 10; CoC 1:20), and it is certainly meant in that sense here as well.
. ·. · . · • · · 5. Cf. Stiihlin, TDNT, IV, pp. lllSf.; s.v. nyn . He writes that the apostle believed "that the long-expected day of the .Lord had come in this nyn .... In the. NT nyn. there is in fact expressed the certainty of eschatology already realized.'' See also Wendland, Car., p. 37: "The great 'n.ow', is tlie onset of the time of salvation.'' · · 6. Cf., e.g., Kiimmel, too, in. the "Anhang" to Lietzmann, Car., p. 205. In a sweeping manner Kiimmel here corrects Lietzmann, who still wholly followed the mysticalinterpretation and by "from now on" (v. 16) understood, not the redemptivehistorical revolution that has dawned .with Christ's resurrection, but. the point of time of conversion. new creation: he participates in, belongs to; this new world-of God.7 _ The qualification of this event as the "revelation of. the mystery," or the "making known" of that which until now was "kept secret" or "hidden," for which the apostle has a predilection, is also indicative of this esc~atological character of the redemptive dispensation that has dawned in Christ .. ; the grace which was given us in Christ Jesus before times eternal, but has now b~en manifested (phanerotheisan) by the appearing of our Saviour (2 Tim. I :9, IO; cL also _Tit. 1:2, 3)'.
The attempt has often been made ·to understand "mystery" -by analogy with the significance of this word in the ancient .mystery religions in the sense of a kind of secret. teaching that is "n~vealed" to only a few intimates. In Paul, however, it has a completely different sense, as is apparent also from a comparison with the' newly unlocked Jewish sources: 8 "mystery," that which has been "hidden," is to be understood, as a few of the texts cited say in· so· many words, in connection ~with the hidden counsel of God in relation to his redemptive work _in history. "Hiddenness," "mystery/' etc.,· has, therefore, in addition to a noetic a plainly historicalconnotat~on: it i,s that which has not yet appeared, -7: That .ktisis here· does not simply mean "creature" in the sense of _indi-vidual man or being, but must be understood in the full sense as the new life called forth by God's omnipotence, is clearly evident from a comparison with such passages as Eph. 2:10, 15; 4:24; .Col. 3:10; cf. also Foerster in TDNT, III; p. 1034, s.v. ktizii that which still exists in the counsel of God and has not yet been realized in history as fulfillment of that counsel.9 Accordingly the corresponding word "reveal" not only means thedivulging of a specific truth or the giving of information as to certain events 'or facts, but the appearance' itself, the becoming historical reality _ of that which until now did not e:x_ist as such, _but was kept by God, , hidden, held back. 10 As such; namely; as the realized redemptive plan of God, this mystery is consequentlythe object of Paul's proclamation and of the revelation of God. to his saints, and so forth; ' .
I . , . . .
~
From the way in which this expression -certainly ·very charac: teristic for Paul -is used, . the eschatological nature of the content of his preaching is apparent once again; For this mystery has reference to the purpose of God witha view to the fullness of the times {Eph. 1:9, 10). Standing over against the "kept secret for long ages," "hidden fat; '!ges and generations," etc., is agaiff and again the "now" of the revelation, the end of the· waiting ages, the ultimate. interventionn of God according to his counsel and promise. What is here called in various nuances the revelation of the mystery is nothing other. than that which the fullness of the. time brings io view; it is the fulfillment of the eschatological promise of redemption in the times appointed for it, its "own times,"12 • th_at is denoted· in· this· fashi.ori. .
• · -This revelation of the mystery i~ the real content of Paul's gospel (Rom. 16:26), the object of "the ministry which' was entrusted to him" (Col. 1:25, 26; cf. Eph. 3:2) . Therefore Paul's preaching itself is taken up into the great eschatological event; 13 .it is rightly and in the full sense kerygmaof the gospel, _that is, announcement, proclamation of the coming of salvation. That Paul's epistles givewhat is no longer the first announcement of this gospel, but ratherthe further exposition and applicatiOn of it, 14 does not detract from the fact that. this gospel is. the sole and constant subject of _his· epistles also; and that therefore, if one has to characterize their .general content not only as kerygma, but also as doctrine and paraenesis, yet this doctrine, too, has no other object and this admonition no other starting .point and ground than the fulfilling and redeeming activity of God in. the advent of Christ. · · It is plain that this . general character of Paul's preaching is materially altogether in harmony with the great theme of Jesus' preaching of the coming of the kingdom of heaven. What Jesus proclaims as the "fulfillment of the time'~ (Mark 1: 15) is. almost word for word identical with what Paul terms "the fulness of the time." And the beatitude Jesus addresses to his disciples: ... To you it has been given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven; . ' . . many prophets. and righteous men desired to see the things which. you see, and saw. them not .. ·." (Matt. 13:11, 16, 17) finds its echo in Paul's word of .the revela~ tion of the mystery that has been hidden for ages and generations. However much the preaching of Jesus .and that of Paul in a formal sense (that is, in. choice of words, way. of representing. things, type of · teaching) may be distinguished, and however much the time after the resurrection of . Christ represents a stage of the revelation that has advanced further than Jesusin his earthly self-revelation,1 5 this does not -alter the fact . that the coming of the kingdom as the fulfilling eschatological coming of God .to the world is .the great dynamic principle of Paul's preaching, even though the w.ord "kingdom of heaven" does not occupy a _central place in it.16That this deeper unity of the New Testament kerygma is once again being recognized in a . broad·.· circlei7 is among the great gains of the eschatological approach to Paul's preaching as\vell. · · · · · · . And this applies not only to the relation of. J e~us and Paul. In this general character. of his preaching Paul in his fashion· aJso carrie_s on what the apostles and the early ·christian church at Jerusalem be. 7 lieved and proclaimed as the gospel of Christ. For them, too, the advent of Christ, his appearance, death, and resurrection, /as well as the gift of .the Holy Spirit, were above all the fulfillment. of the promise, the dawning of the consummation of the history of redemption, eschatological t:vent. Thus Peter at once , expounded it on Pentecost in the light of tne prophecy of Joel (cf. Acts 2:17), and the church)ived in the consciousness of having seen the breaking .of. the day of salvation and of being itself the people of God of the great end time. 18 One can understand the_ nature. and origin ·of. this peculiar consciousness, called forth by Jesus' advent and confirmed by his resurrectiOn, in no other way than against the background of Israel's expectation of redemption and view of history. Paul stands in the same life stream, .and the funda- mental motif Of his. preaching is not different: from ,that ·of the other apostles and of the primitive Christian church; But he unfolded it in a. wealth of aspects and with a depth of ideas that is unequalled in the rest of the apostolic preac_hing preserved to us, and therefore has re-.
peatedly opened new perspecti~es in the history of investigation and for the faith of the Christian church.
SECTION. 8. THE MYSTERY OF. CHRIST. . ESCHATOLOGY AND CHRISTOLOGY
It folio_ws direct!}'. from what has just l:ieen ~aid that this general eschatological chara~ter of Paul'~ preaching is entirely defo1ed and explained by the· advent and the revelation of Jesus· Christ. Paul's "eschatology" is "Christ-eschatology," and ".the Pauline approach to history is faith in Christ.'? 9 The flindatjiental structure of .Paul's preaching is consequently only to be approached from his Christology. · .
. This can be seen in various ways from the already quoted eschatOlogical pronouncements themselves. It is· the. advent of Christ, the · sending of the Son of God, that brings to light the fullness of the time20 (Gal. 4:4); similarly, the revelation of the mystery that has now diWned consists of the factth;it. '.'the mystery of Christ" .has been revealed (Eph. 3:4) . It is the "appearing of our 'Saviour" that is the proof of the great turning point of the times (2 Tim. 1!9, 10). For ihis,reasori the whole content of the mystery that has now been revealed can.be qualified and summarized in the one word -Christ (Col. 2:3), just as the gospel of the inaugurated time o_f salvation, of which Paul is theherald, is again and a~ain c:1lled the go,spel of Christ (Rom. 15: 19; 1. Cor. 9: 12; 2 Cor. 2:13), or the gospel of.our Lord Jes~s (2 Tim. 1:8), or the gospel of God's Son, whereby the words "of Christ," etc., if not always and exdusively, then certainly for the. most part, have the sense of (the gospel) concerning Christ.21 .•. · .
' . · . ·This interdependence . between the ''.eschatological" and . the, "christological" ground motif. of Paul's preachi:ng_ is of the highest importance for,the understanding of b()th.
. · _ · · , . ·.· On. the one hand, it is _determinative for i~sight into the realnature, of Paul's preaching of Christ. This has_ in principle a redemptive~ historical, eschatological content. It is dedsively defined. by what has ~aken place in Christ, by the ;acts of God that he wrought ill him for the fulfillment of his redemptive plan and of which the death and resurrection of Christ constitute the all-controlling center. Paul's Christology is a Christology of redemptive facts. Here lies the ground of the. whole of his preaching, and it is with the historical reality of this event, in the past as well as in the future, that both the apostolic kerygma and the faith of the church stand or fair (1 Cor. 15:14~ 19) . This historical-eschatological character of Paul's Christology also places it in organic relationship with the revelation of the Old Testament. What has· faken place in Christ forms the termination and fulfillment of the great series of divine redemptive acts in the history of Israel . and the presupposition of the progress and consummation of the history of the world. Therefore the still:to-be-expected future of the Lord . and the continuing aetivity of God in history are never to. be detached from· the fulfillment of God's promises to Israel, ·but rather must be understood in the light of them (cf. Rom. 11:15ff.'; . In this connection the thesis of Bultmann thaf Paul's eschatology is entirely determined by his anthropology, and that the history of the people· of Israel and the · history of the world have disappeare~ from his ~ight:..and .been replaced by !he "historicity of man/' is also to be rejected~2 2 It is true indeed that Paul does not develop a well-defined historical picture of the new dispensation of history that has begun with Christ.23 In that.sense Paul is no philosopher or theologian of history. But this .does not mean that his eschatology may be said to be only an eschat~logy s~b specie hominis, whereby world history would have the significance of the wings arid properties of the stage on:Which the small history .of the indivi.dual man .is enacted'. Paul's eschatology bears. a . theocentric character; that is. to say, in it past, present, and future occur sub specie Dei, under the viewpoint of that God who is the Creator of heaven and earth arid who conducts all things to their consummation in accordance with the pro~ phetic revelation of the Old Testament. And this is reflected in his eschatological, redemptive~historical Christology. . This · christology. is not, only directed .to and determined by the fact that Christ brings man to his "authenticity" and destiny-here. the great narrowing 24 of. every theology that ,makes the.· knowledge. and redemption of the individual man ·its all-controlling hermeneutical starting point becomes perceptible ~but. also that. God in Christ has brought. to fulfillment and .will yet bring ·to fulfillment his man~ and world-and history-encompassfr1g redemptive work in a conclusive way. This all-embracing character of Paul's esch;:ttology and Christology comes to the fore, as we shall see still further, especially in the epistles to the Ephesians and . the Colos~ sians. But it forms the great presupposition of. all of Paul's preaching~ For the Christ in whose death and resurreetion the new aeon dawns is the Messiah· of Israel .(Rom. 1:2-4; 9:5), ill whoni God gathers and saves his people (2 Cor. 6: 16ff.), arid whom he has exalted and appointed Savior and Kyrios of all things (Phil. 2) . However m1Kh the name Christ in the. Pauline usage see~s to have acquired the~sense of a proper · Cf ., e.g., the critique of Delling, "Zurn neueren Paulusverstandnis, '' Novum !estamentum, 1960; pp. lOOlf.;  and N. A. Dahl's great objection against Bultmann's interpretation of Paul, which Delling quotes: that in it. "the heilsgeschichtlich-eschatological setting is subordinated." See also the rising criticism in the school of Bultmann itself, e.g., of E. Kasemann, "On the Subject of Primitive Christian Apocalyptic,'' New· Testament Questions of Today, ET 1969, pp. 1081f., and of his pupil C. Millier, ,Gottes Gerechtigkeit und Gottes Volk, 1964.
· ' ·
. FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURES 51 name, this. does not mean that: this designation has lost its official; historic-Israeli tic significance. 2 5 Paul proclaims. Christ as the fulfillment of the pron1ise of God to Abraham, as the seed 1 in which all the families of the·earth shall .be blessed (Gal. 3:8, 16, 29) , the eschatological bringer , of salvation whose all-embracing significance must be understood in the light of prophecy (Rom. 15:9-12), the fulfillment of God's redemptive counsel concerning. the whole world_ and its .future .. This. redemptivehistorical. significance . . of Paul's. Christology also comes .to. light in the pronouncements, ·so characteristic of him,. concerning Christ. as the revelation of the mystery. Here the past is not described only as a time of darkness and ignorance, but rather as the preparation of the· work of God in the course. of the centuries. The grace that has now .been revealed."was giv~n us in Christ Jesus long ages ago" (2 Tim. 1:9).,in the purpose and .promise of God and in their initial realization; it was promised by God who cannot lie, before times eternal (Tit. 1 :2). Therefore the mystery: that. has· been revealed with the advent of Christ must also be made known and understood "by means of the prophetic writ~ ings" · (Rom. 16:26) . The nature of that wh.ich has taken place .in Christ is rightly known only froin prophecy, just as, on the. other hand, it becomes clear in the light of. the fulfilling action of ·God how much the Old Testament is the book of Christ (2 Cor. 3: 14; 1 Cor . .10:4; Gal. 3: 16) ' . For this reason one. of .the leading motifs of Paul's' preaching is· that his gospelis according to the Scriptures (Rom. 1:17; 3:28; cf. Rom. 4; Gal. 3:6ff.; 4:2lff.; 1 Cor. 10:1-10; Rom. 15:4; .1 Cor. 9:10; 2 Tim~ 3: 16, et al.) . However this. use of .the Old Testameniby Paul is further to. b.e judged in detail, 2 6 a most basic conception of Christ's advent and work lies at .the root of this whole appeal and use, that of the divine drama being realized and fulfilled in his. advent and work; this fulfillm."ent was no.t only foretold by the prophets, but signifies the execution' of the divine plan of salvation.that he purposed to himself with respect 'to.the course of the ages and the end of the times (Eph. 1:9, 10; 3:11). Th.is is the fundamental redemptive-historical and all-embracing character of Paul's preaching of Christ; · ·On the other hand-and this is of no less 'importance:-Paul's eschatology is entirely determined by the realized and still-to-be-realized redemptive work ,of God in Christ~ However much he gives expression to the significance of Christ's advent with the help of the conceptual materials of the Old Testament and Jewish eschatology, this does not ~mean thatthe eschatological "setting" in which he describes this advent' and significance can simply be .reduced to an Old Testament or Jewish ','schema" lying ready to .hand, from which Paul's Christology may be said to have borrowed its composition and from which it.would thus be easy to extract this form. What is so remarkable about Paul's eschatology is: that although he avails himself of an kinds of traditional terms and ideas,· yet it is. distinguished from all• forms of the contemporaneous . Jewish, eschatological expectation and bears a completely independent character. Now this has its origin in the fact that Paul's eschatology is ' not determined by any traditional eschatological schem'a, but by the actual acting of God in Christ. This is the fundamental christological . character of his eschatology .. · 1his . distinctive character emerges most plainly in the· peculiar tension that is to be ascertained between the aspects of fulfillment and expectation in Paul's eschatology and which already finds. expression in the eschatological terminology. For while, on the orie hand, the apostle speaks of the .fullness of the time that has. taken effect and of the new . creation that has begun, on the. other hand he is clearly conscious of still living in the present world (ho aion houtos) .and the time corresponding with it (ho nyn kairos; cf., e.g., Rom. 8:18; 11:5; 12:2, et al.) .
Of the new world,· denoted ·in the Jewish usage as. the world to come (ho aion mellon), he makes mention exclusively iri a future sense (Eph. 1:21; cf. 2:7). And he does spe~k of the present world time. in which the church is living as "the end (literally, the ends) of the ages" (ta tele ton aionon_: 1 Cor. 10:11), "the last times'! (en hysterois kairois; 1 Tim. 4:1), but sometimes the expression "in the last days'' (en eschatais hemerais) has reference to a period that has not yet been entered upon (2 Tim. 3: 1) . Finally, to mention still another example, in one place Paul can speak of "the present evil aeon'~.'(ek tou aionos tou enestotos ponerou) as of a situation from which Christ has snatched his people (Gal. 1:4) ,27 and he can reproach the church for having subjected itself to all manner of commandments "as if still living in the world" - (Col. 2:21;  cf. also Eph. 2:2) ,28 while elsewhere he speaks of the .present aeon ·a.nd of the world as, the place where the believers must li:ve godly lives · (Tit. 2:12)', and must shine as stars (Phil. 2:15) . The result is that in certain contexts .he qualifies the unredeemed life prior to the. redemptive time as a "once,". "in that time," etc., which has now been overcome (cf. Eph. 2:2, 12), in contrast with the present "now" of the new creation, the time of redemption and fulfillment (2 Cor: 6:2; Eph. · 2:13; Rom. 3:21, et al.) . Elsewhere; however, the "at present" or "now" indicates the continuance of the mode of existence defined by the world, over against the ."then" or "once~· 'of the perfection stili to be 'expected (I Car. 13:10, 12, et iil.).29 · . , · It is this remarkable ambivalence of the "now," which can have the sense of the "already now" of the time of salvation that has been entered upon as well as of the "even, now" of the world time that still continues, .which imparts to Paul's eschatology frs wholly distinctivecharacter. The attempt has been made indeed to recover. in certain ~-~-----Jewish eschatologic:ilnotions the "fondamental schema"' of this "already"
arid ~·not yet" eschatology~ (namely,· in -those "ritings in which the 27; In Col. 1:13 this is expressed as being delivered out of the power of darkness and· transferred into the kingdom of Christ. " · · 28.' Here kosmos is used in the same sense as aion. 29. On this variously qualified nyn see Stahlin at length in. TDNT, Pl, s.v. nyn.
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Messianic time of salvation is· pl:ice~r before the' end of the world, as in Baruch and IV Ezra) , 30 but in doing so one must establish that for Paul's consciousness, otherwise than is the case in these apocalypses, the eschaton in a certain sense· has already dawned; and furthermore, in order even so to be able to lay this schema at the foundation of Paul's · eschatological pronouncements, one must come to highly dubious arid untenable exegeses of certain Pauline pronouncements.31 / .
·
It is very striking. that Paul, at least. in the epistles that have been preserved to us, makes no attempt whatever to ptesent the church with a balanced e_schatological timetable. It may perhaps be said by way of conclusion that in Paul a "mingling , of · the two ages" takes place 3 2 and that the advent of Christ is to be viewed as the :'breaking through of the future aeon in the present." 33 For him the future has become present: time, and even when he speaks of the groaning of the creation and of the church in the present world, ,that is for him not a reduction, but a confirmation of the coming redemption. (Rom. 8: 13) ~34 But Paul· himself gives no explanation of this tension between the -"even now" and the "already now" in the categories of an eschatological system. For he was not a "theologian who thought in terms of the aeons/'35 but a preacher of Jesus Christ, who has com.e and is ,yet to come .. Here· is the reason why this eschatology is ambivalent and fits into no single schema, and why. he can employ the eschatological categories at one time in a present, and at· another. time . in a future sense, apparently without concerning himself about the "unsystematic" character of it. The revelation of ] es us Christ as the· Messiah promised by God to Israel determines and creates Paul's historical consciousnessand eschatological thought, and not the reverse. Who Christ is and what he does, what the relationship is between the . . time of salvation that. has been, entered upon with him and the future still to be expected, all this is.not determined by eschatological-theological presuppositions, but is only gathered . by the apostle from the unexpected and overwhelming manner in which· God' in Jesus: Christ has given and will yet g~ve the fulfillment of the redemptive promise. ·to Paul, the fullness of the time has ·been· entered upori and the new creation has dawned with the advent of Christ, it is clear at once that we have to do. with. a total vision of. the whole redemptive action of God in Christ. The breakthrough of the new does not begin· only at a specific point in Christ's life on earth or at his exaltation, but the fullness of the· time takes effect with the sending of God's• Son, born of a woman, born under the law (Gal. 4:4). The Christ-hymn of l Timothy 3: 16, in which "the. great' mystery . of godliness" finds its. expression, accordingly begins with the words: "who was manifested in the· flesh." 36 This does not alter the fact that. it can be said of Paul's gospel in particular that it has: its starting point and .center in. the death and. resurrection ofChrist; and that on~y fro~ thence does the proper light fall on the whole of the fulfilling and consummating activity of God, both "retrospectively" in the incarnation and pre-existence of Christ and "prospectively" in his continuing exaltation and anticipated parousia. That the center of Paul's gospel may rightly be sought in Christ's death and resurrection can •be confirmed in all sorts of ways from his own' pronouncements; Thus, for example, in the important w;ords of I Corinthians 15:3, 4: "For I delivered.to you [as tradition] as of•first importance . that which I. also received: that Christ died· for· our sins according to 'the Scriptures, and 0 that he was buried, and that he was / raised on the. third day· accm,-dirig to the Scriptures/'. ·Paul speaks here of the apostolic tradition, 3 7 as this has been ·. laid by him and the other apostles as the foundation of the w.hole of . their preaching and which he admonishes the church to preserve in the same words as .those in which . they have received it. This tradition consists above all38 in that Christ has died, was buried and raised. And that: according to the Scriptures. The fulfillment of God's prior redemptive ·promise, the fullness of the time, has therefore . become manifest above all in Christ's death and resurrection. It is thus, he emphatically adds in verse 11, that we preach and that you have coine to believe. In this gospel lies the starting point and foundation both for preaching and for faith. / It is, moreover, of the greatest importance fo see·the significance of Christ's death and resurrection, which are the center of Paul's proclamation, as an inseparable unity; arid· particularly to keep in view how the significance of Christ's resurrection is determined by that of his death and vice versa. On the one -han.d the eschatological significance . Paul ascribes to Christ's resurrection is not that of a general belief in redemption or immohality that may he said to have found its · firm 36 . See further below, Section 11. 37. For this.idea of tradition in more detail see my The Authority of the New Testament Scriptures, pp. 17ff., and the literature cited there. · · 38. En pratois. Lietzmann translates it "als Hauptstiick," and he explains these words with the synonyms "in primis, 'hauptsachlich,' vom Rang" (Cor., p. 55 basis in Chr~st's resurrection. The eschatological 'significance of Christ's 'resurrection is determined by the special. character· of. his death, whidi does not merely consist in that Christ was abandoned to the transitoric ness. of human life as a fate or necessity or tragedy that ·is not to be . qualified .further, with his resurrection being characterized .as a van~ quishing of ·that transitoriness. For Paul Christ's death is determined primarily by its connection with tQ.e power and guilt of sin. It is charac-. teristic -0f this emphasis that .~gain and· again he relates Christ's death · to the cross. and can therefore· qualify the whole of his gospel as "the word of the cross" (1 Cor. 1:17, 18; cf. Gal. 3:1) . He declares that in the church he will know nothing other than Jesus Christ and him crucified (1 Cor. 2:2), and he calls the enemies of the gospel "enemies of the cross of _Christ" (Phil. 3: 18) . It is this special death of Christ~ qualified by the· cross; which further determines the significance of Christ's resurrection arid the new life that has come to light with it; in its forensic, . ethical, and cosmic aspects; into which we shall have to go further in what follows. As often, therefore, as Paul mentions the resurrection as the. great central redemptive fact (Rom.1:4; 2Cor. 4:13; 14) , calls it the content of "the word of faith, which we preach," "that Jesus. is Lord," and "that God has raised him from the dead" (Rom~ 10:8, 9), and describes the faith itself by which inan is justified as "faith in him that raisedJesus our Lor,d from the dead" (Rom. 4:24; d. v. 17) ,39 this is only to be understood adequately_ if the specific significance .of Christ's death, as that is developed by the apostle in a great variety of ways, is never for · an instant detached from this eschatological gospel of the resurrection. · On the. other hand, it is to be maintained no less vigorously that in Paul's proclamation the resurrection of Christ in fact means· the breakthrough of the new aeon' in the real, redemptive-historical sense' of the word,. arid therefore cannot be. understood only fo forensic, ethical, or existential categories. This all-embracing significance of the resurrection of .Christ is in Paul likewise noi only the fruit. of his profound theological reflection, but above alL of divine .revelation. For, as he himself expresses it, when it. pleased God to reveal his Son to him (Gal. 1:15) , that was first and foremost the evidence for him thatJesus of Nazareth, who .was crucified and had .died and_ whom he himself had persecuted, was the Son of .God and the Messiah of Israel. And it was this· certainty, entirely foreign and even offensive to Jewish thinking,40 which determined his insight into the redemptive-historical significance of Christ's death and resurrection in a decisive manner. Because Jesus was t~e Christ, his resurrection is not, as previous raisings of the dead, an isolated occurrence, but in it the time of salvation promised in. him, ·the new' creation, dawns in an overwhelming manner, as a dedsive transition from the old to the new world (2 Cor; 5:17; cf. v ... who is the Beginning (archi!), the Firstborn from the dead, that in everything he might be the First (Col. I: 18) .
In connection with the name Firstborn one is not to think· here merely of an order of birth but, as may appear from a comparison with certain Old Testament pronouncements (as, for example, Exod. 4:22; J>s. 89:22) , 41 of an order .of rank or dignity. To be sure, this name also indicates th~ relationship to others who .in Romans 8:29 are called "many brethren." As the Firstborn among those many, howev.er, Christ not only occupies a special place and dignity, but he also goes before th~m, he opens up the way for them, he joins their future to his own. Now, while in Romans 8:29. the thought is of. the glorification that· is still' to be expected, in Colossians l: 18 this position as Firstborn is related specifically to the re~urrection, and this pronouncement is amplified still further with the words "who is the Beginning." We shaH have to understand both qualifications in close relatfonship with each other, and must thus see in "the Beginning'' a denotatio.n of the-significance of Christ's resurrection as well. Our. word "beginning" is no adequate translation of it. For what is intended is not merely that Christ was the First or formed a b.eginning in terms of chronological order; he was rather ·the Pioneer, the Inaugurator, who opened up the way. With him the great Resurrection became reality. And very similar· is the meaning of Firstborn from the dead: he ushers in. the world of the resurrection.42 He has brought. life and incorruptibility to light (2 Tim. 1: IO). In a somewhat different way the same, idea is given expression by "Firstfruits" (of those who have fallen asleep) .. Here t.he picture of the harvest is· in the background. The firstfruits are not only its beginning, but. its representation. In the firstfruits the whole harvest becomes visible. So Christ is. the Firstfruits of them that slept. In him the resurrection of the· dead ·dawns, his. resurrection represents the commencement of the new world of God.· · Nowhere is this more clearly voiced than in the passages in which Christ is set over against Adam. Paul speaks in I Corinthians 15:45ff. of Adam as "the first man,'' and of Christ as "the last (ho eschatos) Adam," .the "second man." The expression "the last Adam" is again highly typical· of the eschatological character of Paul's preaching: Christ is thereby designated as the Inaugurator of the new humanity. And it is once more his resurrection from the dead that has made him this last Adam:
. :
For as by a man came death; by a man has come also the .~esurrection The intention ·of the apostle is here again not merely to· point to the resurrection of Chri~t as the token or as the possibility of the future resurrection of all believers. Rather, Christ as second man and last Adam is the one in. whose resurrection this new life, of the recreation has already come to light.and become reality in this dispensation. T!iis is also the clear purport of Romans 5:12ff. As Adam is the one through whom sin entered intothe world and death through sin, so Christ is the one who gives righteo'!lsness and life .. Christ and Adam stand over. against one another as the great representatives .of the two aeons, that. of life and that of death. In that sense, as representing a whole dispensation, a whole humanity, Adam can be called the type of "him who was to come" (v. 14), i.e., of the second man and of the coming, aeon represented by. him. 43 For. as the pro to-father brought sin· and death into the world, so Christ by his obedience (that is, by his death) and his resurrection has made life to dawn for the new humanity.
In summary we can say, therefore, that Paul's kerygma .of the great time of salvation that has dawned in Christ is above all determined by Christ's death and .resurrection. It is in them that the present. aeon has lost its power and hold .on the children of Adam :.ind that the I1ew things have come. For this reason, too, the entire unfolding of the salvation that has dawned with Christ again and again harks back to his death and resurrection; because all the facets in which this salvation appears and all the names by which it is described are ultimately nothing other than the unfolding of what this all-important breakthrough of life in death, of the kingdom of God in this present world, contains within itself. Here all lines come together, and. from hence the whole Pauline proclamation of redemption can be described in its unity and coherence. Paul's preaching, so we have seen, is "eschatology," because it is preaching of the fulfilling redemptive .work of God in Christ. We might be able to delimit thiS further, to a certain extent schematically, by speaking of Paul's "resurrection-eschatology." . . For it is in· Christ's death and subsequent 'resurrection that the· mystery of .the redemptive plan of God has manifested itself in its true character and that the new creation has come to light. ·· · · · · · Undoubtedly one cannot say that. Paul derives. the redemptive significance of Christ for his own exclusively from ·his position as the last Adam and gives expression to it only in these "Adam-categories." The apostle not infrequently speaks of this in a less pregnant fashion ,and adopts the usage frequently followed elsewhere in the New Testament. that Christ has executed his redemptive work "for us," i.e., in ·our behalf. This is so particularly .when his suffering, death, and resurrection are spoken of. It is not Paul" but Christ who has been crucified for his people (1 Cor. 1:13). God made Christ to be sin for us (2 Cor. 5:21). He has become a curse for us' (Gal. 3:13). He.gave himselffor our sins (Gal 1:4;.cf; 1Tim.2:6; Phil. 2:14); in'due season died for.the.ungodly (Rom. 5:6); died for. us when we were .yet sinners (Rom. 5:8); died for . our sills according to the_ Scriptures (1 Cor. 15:3). In . these and .other pronouncements Paul gives expression to the redemptive significance of Christ's death in a more traditional fashion, at the basis of .which terminology lie various ideas that are .still to be discussed more. fully (e.g.; of sacrifice, ransom, etc.).45 · . It. is typical of Paul's preaching, however, that he joins this general formula "for . . us" (in the sense of "in our behalf" 4 6) with another,.
the purport of which is that. Christ forms such a uriity with those for whom he appears that it can be said that they are "in him" (2 Cor. 5:17), and that on ·this account what once, took place "ip. Christ" is applicab.le to them. While the ·formula "in.· Christ," "in him," etc., appears in· various connections and ·even exhibits something of the character of a stereotype, the application to his own of what once took place and is· yet to_ take place with Christ often occurs with the .words "with Christ," "with him," etc. In connection with the latter one is to think particularly of those pronouncements so .typical .of Paul's. preaching which speak of being crucified, dead, buried, and raised. with Christ coming aeon' (ho aiiin ho melliin). But here we glimpse the idea in his characterization of Christ as He· 'who. was. to come'; for. as ho melliin He is the head of ho aiiin ho mellon." · · . • FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURES 59 (Rom. 6:3ff.; Gal. 2:19; Col. 2:12, 13, 20; 3:1, 3) ;ofhaving been made to, sit with him .in heaven (Eph. 2:6), and .of appearing with him in glory (Col. 3:4) .47 · · In the course of the later investigation all kinds of explanations have been given as to the nature of this connection between Christ and ·his pe~ple which is denoted by the formulae "in Christ'.' and "with ~ Christ." For a· long time scholars have proceeded from the idea that "being in Christ" denotes communion with th~ pneumatic Christ, out of which then the speaking· of dying, rising, etc., "with Christ" is said to have developed as a description of the closest 'personal experiences.48 Some ch6ose to think here only in a general sense of . influences of Hellenistic mystical thought. 49 Others have gone much further. At the root of ''being in Christ,'.' "dying, rising with him," is supposed to be the idt;a .of an absorption with the deity, indeed of a physical unification with. the divine being: Over against the religious-ethical interpretation of oneness with Christ all· the emphasis was placed on. the naturhaft character of this mysticism, which. one must take,. not in an ethkal or symbolical, but in a proper and real sense as union with the deity and which is effected in particular through baptism and the Lord's. Supper in a magical way as in the rites of the mystery religions.50 .. It has come to be understood increasingly, however, that wit.h this "mystical" explanation of "in Christ" and "with Christ" one is on· the wrong track. This is evident even from. the fact that "being in Christ," '!crucified, dead, raised, seated in heaven with· him,". obviously. does not have the sense of a communion that becomes reality only in certain sublime moments, but rather of .an: abiding reality determinative for the whole of the Christian life, to which appeal can be made at all times,_ in all sorts of connectiOns, and with respect to the whole church without distin<:tion (cf., for example, Col. 2:20ff.; 3:lff.) . Rather than with certain experiences, we have to do here with the church'.s "objective" state of salvatiop, for which reason an appeal is repeatedly made to baptism (Rom .. 6:4; Col. 2:12) . It is precisely this which has been seized upon in order to interpret the co-dying and rising of believers with Christ· by analogy with the initiatory rites in the mystery religions. But in addition to what may be urged against this interpretation even · from a purely _historical-phenomenological point of view,51 the unmistakaple . fact is· passed. over that• in Paul. dying, peing buried, etc~. with 47. See also below, Chapter VI.
-' 48. In this sense still, e.g., K. Deissner, Paulus und die Mystik sein_er Zeit, 2!1d ·ed., 1921, in· which he places the emphasis,· over against the history of religions interpretation, .on the "spiritual-personal character of communion with Christ" in Paul, pp. 115ff.; cf. also E.' Sommerlath, Der Ursprung des neuen Lebens nach Paulus, 2nd ed., 1927, pp. 97ff From this it is . to be concluded that "having died," "being in Christ," "being new creation,". the fact that his own are no longer judged artd ·"known according to the flesh" (namely, according to the worldly mode of existence), has been given and effected with the death of Christ himself. Of this determination by and involvement of his own in that which once took place with Christ the formula "in Christ" now gives the expression so typical of Paul's preaching. 53 Accordingly; it becomes increasingly apparent that the expression "dying and rising with Christ" does not have its origin in the sphere of the individual mysticism of experience, nor. in the automatism of the initiatory rites of the Hellenistic mysteries, but is of an entirely different ·nature. The attempt has been made to give expression to. this "objectivity'' of being in Christ and with Christ in all sorts of ways. 54 It has become more an.d more apparent; however, t.hat the Adam-Christ parallel n.ot only·· casts a clear light on the significance that Paul ascribes to Christ himself, but also on the way in which he sees his. own as involved in him and with him· in his redemptive work. This is very' clear, for example, from the words of l Corinthians 15:22: " ... for as in Adam all die, so also in Cluist shall all be made alive." . The concern here (as distinguished. from what is intended in 2 Cor. 5) is with the resurrection of the dead at the parousia; What really matters, however, is that here "in Christ" is paralleled with "in Adam." Herewith the character of this "in" becomes plain. As 'the ·de-cision has fallen in Adam with respect to the "all" who pertain to him, that they should die, so in Christ that they shall live. Adam and Christ 52. For the question whether baptism symbolizes dying and rising (with Christ) see below, pp. 40lff. · 53. Cf. the· important essay of F. Neugebauer, "Das Paulinische. 'In Christo, '" NTS, 1958, pp. 124-138 . , 54; Thus Schweitzer, e.g., has pointed to the notion also occurring in the Jewish writings of the unity of the Messiah with the predestinated congregation of . the saints, calling this the germ cell of Paul's "Christ-mysticism.'' Materially this exegesis harks back to the old Reformation interpretation. Thus, e.g., Zanchi us,. in his commentary on Ephesians 2:5, writes: "God. has made us alive in the person of Christ, since through Christ's death, sin having been expiated, he liberated all the elect, howsoever many had been from the foundation of the earth . and : would be to the end of it, so many he considered the members ·of Christ here stand over against each other as: the two great figures at the entrance .of two worlds, two aeons, two" "creations/' the old and the new; and in . their actions and. fate lies the decision for all who . belong to them,· because these are comprehended in 1 them arid thus are reckoned · either to death or to life.5 5 This is now expressed by ''in Adam''. and "in Christ." And it is therefore in this sense that Adam can be called the type of him who wa's to come.56
In Rofuans 5:12ff. this is explicated, still further. There Paul elucidates what he has posited.in verses 1-11 as the certainty of salvation for believers, .that those who have· already. been reconciled to God by the death of Christ shall live by him in the future. For that purpose he points to the bond that joins all the descendants of Adam with their . progenitor, as the· pattern and type ·of the communion between Christ and his. own. Here there is no mention of "in Adam," but (still mc;ire "realistically"!) the transgression of Adam is called the sin of all: " ... as through one man sin entered into the world, and death through sin;• and so death passed unto. all men, for the reason ·that .all sinned.;." (Rom.5:12) .
· On what this unity res.ts; whether it must be viewed, for example, as "realistic" or as "federal,"5 7 is not farther elucidated. Adam and Christ are spoken of hert as "universal personalities ... construed ·cos-mically and eschatologically," who comprehend within themselves all the members of the generations of men pertaining to them, 58 or, with a 'term that has found still more acceptance, as· a "corporate personality,"59 which points to the figure (which also appears in the Old 55. As a' variant of the future• in l Cor. 15:22; the aorist is elsewhere to be found: "lie has 'inade you alive· with Christ" (Col. 2:13; cf. Eph. 2:5). That it is evident from. these aorists 'that these pronouncements in.·Ephesians and Colossians are from a later hand, as C. Masson supposes (l'Epitre de Saint Paul aux Colossiens, pp. 126, 127) , is without foundation. It is a matter in l Ccir. 15:22, too, of an accomplished decision; cf. also E. Percy, Die Probleme der. Kolosser-und Ep~eser-Briefe, 1946, pp. llOff. . · . . · · '.· 56. With this the. conception of K. Barth is in conflict, that "it is Christ who vouches for the authenticity of Adam, and not Adam.· .. for Christ" (Christ and A dam,· ET 1956, pp. Sff.) . Still less acceptable is the. conclusion Barth attaches. to it, that Adam in Rom. 5 is ·only apparently ·as Christ· a First, the Head of humanity, that in truth, however, he is "one among others" and thus represents humanity (ibid., pp. 9, 24, 44 Testament) of the progenitor or l~ader or king or spokesman who represents a ·whole people or. societal relationship and with whom the members of this nation, etc, in virtue of the relationship in which they stand. to him, can be identified. It is this corporate connection of· the all-in-One . that Paul applies to Christ. and his people, and from which the pronouncements concerning (dying, etc.) "with Christ" must be interpreted, at least as to their origin,oo as is plainly evident as well from the close connection between Romans 5:12-21 (Adam and Christ) and Romans 6:lfL (being buried with Christ, etc.): 61 We .have to do here with one ofthe fundamentalmotifs of Paul's.preaching of redemption, · which occurs again particularly in his conception of the church. 62 In that sense Christ and believers can. be spoken of as the one ,seed. of Abraham (Gal. 3:16) , and it can be said of them that ·they, although many, are one body in Christ (Rom. 12:5); indeed that they are one (heis) in Christ (Gal. 3:28) .63 , · . ·
In close connection with .the above, there. is another point still to be indicated in .which in an oblique fashion the Adam-Christ parallel . comes to still further elaboration. It is the ·manner in which not, ortly Christ as the second man, but also in a more general sense the old and the new man are spoken of. The following pronouncements ·are of particular importance here: , \ .
•. knowing this, that our old man was· als.o. crucified, that the. body ~£ sin might be rendered powerless (Rom. 6:6).
. . But they who are of Christ have crucified the flesh with its passions and lusts (Gal. 5:24; cf. Col. 2:11) .
... that. you put away, as concerning your former manner of life, the old man ... and put on the new man, 'that has been created, in accor.dance with God (Eph. 4:22ff.) . ,
1
... seeing that you have put off the old, man with his desire~, and have 60. On the working out ·of this corporate unity between Christ and. believers, see further below, Section 37. ·With a view to this Oepke correctly writes·: "On the other hand, a place must be. found for the plenitude of pneumatic interconnections which· are here felt by Paul a'nd. which may even be comprehended· psychologically and empirically" (TDNT, I, p. 542, s.v. bapto) .
. . 6L For the rejection of the "mystical" interpretation see also the clear exposition of Nygren, Commentary on Romans, pp. 236f. 62. Cf. below, Chapter IX. · 63. One should observe the ·masculine heis and not hen. S. Hanson, The Unity of ·thif ·Church i~ the :N.T.,· pp. Slf., writes: "This expression has, so to say, a personal character; ,it means:· 'You are all one· man in Chrisf Jesus.' After. heis we must add anthropos .or a similar word. 'In Christ Jesus,' in the New Aeon, all ·are one man.'" ·In·· this connection see also the interesting views of the biblical "rootthinkfog" of H. 'Hofer;: Die Rechtfertigungsverkilndigung des Paulus nai:h neuerer Forschung, .1940, pp. 26ff. He. writes: "It is not the individual that· is the funda-. mental, the first, the original, the primary datum, but it is also not society; rather . it is the ancestral . father, as type and mediator . of life, as the one who comprises · his followers and disciples in himself. . . • Therefore it is 'the case with respect to . the church that it is not to be construed in the first place as a community, but in its· roots as the embodiment and unfolding of its progenitor Christ." It is not primarily congregation, community of believers, but it is, as 1 <;:or. 12: 12 says, 'Christ' (ho .Christos),.or, as'Paul, expanding, says elsewhere, 'the body of Christ.'" See further below, Chapter IX.
FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURES· 63 put on the new man,· that .is being renewed ... in accordance with the image of his Creator (Col. 3:9£.) . · -Frequently the old man is' taken in an individual sense and the crucifying and putting off of the old man as the persorfal breaking with and fighting .against the power of sin.64 "Old" and "new" then designate the time. before and· after conversion or· personal· regeneration, and the corresponding manner of life. But we shall have to understand "old" of his flesh" (Col. .1:22) , which expression. likewise refers not only to the physical as material organism, but to the. whole of Christ's existence. as a man subject to transitoriness, dishonor, frailty (cf. I Cor: 15:42ff.).-And it· was also in this .flesh, i.e., his human existence 'delivered up to t~e death o~ the cross, that the enmity was abolished, the church reconciled, and sm condemned (Eph. 2:14, 15; Col. 1:2; Rom. 8:3).
• -· . It is Chris.t's being revealed in the flesh (to·be understood in this way) that is the specific significance of Christ's .life before his ..resurrec~ tion, and which ·is to be ad.ored (cf. I Tim. 3:16a). The revelatiOn,. the sending of the Son, the fullness of the time, ~!ready took effect with h. But the new creation is that of Christ's resurrection. For. this reason the death of. Christ is a turning point in the .mode of existence of•. the old aeon. Chris_t dies_ to it, through death he . . dies to the flesh, to the old aeon (cf. Rom: 6:7, 9ff.). It is this turning point to which Paul orients himself and to which he wants believers to orient· themselves (Rom. 6:11; 8:10; Col. 3:3) . Not only does·Christ's.life in the flesh come to an end, but· an all-important• and all-embracing Transition takes place, namely, -from the existence of the old· to that of the new, from the old aeon 'to the new creation_. By dying Christ• has thus snatched his people away from the present aeon (Gal. 1:4). From this: moment -on faith no longer "knows," that is to say, judges,. "after, the flesh" (2 Cor. 5:16). It regards all -things from another point}>f vie\v, namely, that the aeon of the sole dominion .of the flesh is done away with and the .. mode of existence of the Spirit has been entered upori.
·For in Paul it is the Spirit .who stands over against the '"flesh" describ .'
_ Flesh (body) and Spirit do not stand over against brie · another here as two "parts''. in the humari existence_ or in .the existence of Christ. There is no question here (nor iri Rom'. 8:10!) of a dichotomistic. distinction in an anthropological,sense. Nor .is the contrast' e.t11;ical, as is, indeed the case .in other contexts (GaL 5: 13, e.t al.) , even 'though there, . too, on the foundation to. be further. indicated here. Rather, "flesh" and "Spirit" represent two modes of existence, on the one hand that of the ol.d aeon which is characterized and determined by the flesh, on the other that of the new creation which is of. the Spirit of God. It,is ill this sense that the difference is' also i:o' he' taken between 'the first Adamas "living soul," i.e., flesh, and the second as life-giving Spirit. The _con-trast is therefore. of a redemptive~historical ~ature: ·it qualifies the world and the mode of existence before Christ· as flesh, that is, as the creaturely in its weakness; on the other harid; the dispensation that has taken_ effect with Christ as that of the Spirit,i. of the ·old and· new. creation that Paul now -views the -life of. Christ before and· after his resurrection. In virtue of his resurrection from the dead, Christ_, -~'according to. the. Spirit of holiness,"7o is declared to ·be t~e Son o~ Go.d in po~er. (Rom .. 1:4); he is )ustified" (i.e., vindicated, . disclosed m. his .true s1gmficance) ?Y the. Spmt (1 Tim. 3:16) . It is in that new existence of the resurrection and of the Spirit that the church ?1~y,nov: kn?w Christ (2 Cor .. 5:16), an~ m_ay also judge itself as JOmed .with him. The body, that is to say, life, msofar as it still belongs to the ol.d aeon, is, (subject to) death because· of sin, but the Spirit, the , Author of the. new creation, gives 'life _because of the righteousness accomplished in Christ 71 (Rom. 8:10) . For this reason the church is no longer· "in the· flesh;" i.e., subject to the regime of q1e first aeon and the evil 'powers reigninl in it, but "in the Spirit,'~ brought under the domini_on of freedom iJJ. Christ (Rom. 8:2ff., 9, 13; 2 Cor. 3:6; Gal. 3:.21). All the facets of thecontrast 'of flesh and Spirit, 'vhich are to be treated still further in what follows, 72 become transparent and luminous out cif this basi.c eschatological structure ofPaul's preaching and wnstitute a highly important element of it.
· · •: • -In the history. of tile investigation -as we have seen -the "flesh and Spirit" contrast has frequently been viewed_ as a proof that Paul withdrew from the original eschatological consciousness· ofthe primitive Christian church .and became dependent on Hellenistic thinking~ The contrast of flesh arid Spirit was, moreover; at one time interpreted in an idealistic sense, as that between the Absolute and the historical and therefore' relative;· at another' as the "ethical" struggle between. the higher and·ihe-lower in man. 73 Without regard, however, to the fact that one is compelled thus to c'ome to accept all manner of mutually contradictoty ba~ic motifs in Paul's preaching,. one also in this way misjudges the real nature of-the' work of the Spirit in Paul. :F'or this nature is ·not to be understood as a Christianizing of the Greek or Hellenistic pneuma-concept, however: understood, but finds its-clear and "natural"_ background in' the Old Testament thinking and speaking about the Spirit. There the Spirit· appears repeatedly in the closest relationship with the acting of God in history~ The Spirit represents the _ creating arid re~creaiing power of God that governs the world and history and conducts them to their final goal. 74 He is the Creator and the Precursor· of the great future, he equips the_ coming Messiah-Savior for his task, -and; he will pour ·out his gifts without measure on the eschatological people of God (cf., e.g., Isa. 
